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ABSTRACT

THE RHETORIC OF THE FRONTIER AND
THE FRONTIER OF RHETORIC

carly kay paul
department of english
masters

the definition of rhetoric has recently been expanded to include elements of experience
particularly the experiences that landscape provides one landscape that has rhetorical
significance is the american frontier both in colonial times and in the nineteenth century

the

frontier had a rhetorical impact on women in particular giving them freedom to change their roles
and achieve economic political and social success because of the tremendous significance of the
frontier in womens lives a new definition of frontiers emphasizes conditions such as
opportunity for change a dangerous and uncertain atmosphere a freedom of thought and action
and an ability to redefine roles

this new definition allows for both a literal and symbolic

interpretation of frontiers in studying american womens history it becomes clear that women
needed a frontier existence to flourish
nourish and create an independent and decidedly american

identity

colonial women enjoyed an unprecedented freedom because they existed on a frontier As

the frontier moved westward women living on the east coast were deprived of freedoms and
opportunities and were increasingly confined to the home As a result suffragists such as

elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony adapted a feminist rhetoric the practice of which
provided a symbolic frontier for eastern women though their female rights rhetoric empowered
eastern women society was too restrictive for complete change consequently it took over
seventy years for women to obtain suffrage

monnon women living in the
while women on the east coast struggled to attain suffrage mormon

monnon women
west enjoyed political social and economic freedoms including the vote mormon
enjoyed this freedom because they existed on geographical rhetorical and religious frontiers

they lived in the untamed west practiced the feminist rhetoric of their eastern counterparts and
participated in a radical new religion that not only gave them a mandate from god to change their

roles but also gave them the opportunity to be part of polygamous marriages these marriages

monnon women mormon women provide a
though seemingly enslaving actually benefitted
bene fitted mormon
great example of empowering effect of frontiers
women freedom and opportunity

the frontier

as defined in this thesis gave
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introduction

the rhetorical and the frontier defined

rhetoric has traditionally been associated with language

either oral or written

discourse from its inception rhetoric has been primarily the art of persuasive
speaking

bizzell and herzberg 2 this art has taken many different forms in history

from constructing effective speeches to defending ones right to speak to understanding
human psychology and behavior in our modem world rhetoric has expanded to include
the visual and has been redefined repeatedly according to culture race and gender with
an emphasis on how human beings relate to each other

how they influence and shape

identity through rhetorical exchange yet generally rhetoric has remained a tradition
steeped in the use

of language to persuade an audience while rhetoric can of course be

defined as the effective use of language to persuade an audience such a limited definition
is unrealistic

rhetoric can and should also be defined as experience as the events sights

sounds relationships that create identity and influence actions kenneth

burkes rhetoric

of motives in fact defines the rhetorical as any interaction that has a formative effect
ofmotives
upon attitude

50

thus rhetorical elements should not be limited just to certain verbal

or written appeals but must be expanded to include elements of experience with
landscape and geographical location as primary rhetorical factors for these factors
greatly shape attitudes and identities in this thesis 1I will study rhetoric as both language
and experience focusing on the language

of the womens rights movement of the

nineteenth century and on the rhetorical influence of the frontier in the lives of colonial
women and nineteenth century mormon women
define the term
As 1I define rhetoric in these terms it becomes necessary to denine

frontier
ftontier for the frontier is an influential element of rhetorical experience for women

the

actual dictionary definition of the word explains that a frontier is the edge of a
geographical boundary in this way a frontier is an untamed and unsettled geographical
location the blurry line between total wilderness and civilization

this kind of frontier

shapes the attitudes of its inhabitants but the dictionary definition also describes a

2

frontier as an undeveloped sphere of knowledge meaning that it can and does pertain to
thoughts and arguments particularly when those thoughts and arguments enact dramatic
changes in society

1

for example the relatively unexplored sphere of womens rights

arguments was a kind of frontier for nineteenth century american suffragists because it

provided them with a vehicle for social change enabling them to move into a more public
location than the home to which they had been confined thus a frontier can be both
geographical and intellectual or ideological

frederick jackson turner a nineteenth century historian and sociologist
defines the frontier as a geographical location which shapes identity and creates

an american character in his landmark essay

the significance of the

frontier in american history turner asserts that
the frontier is the line

of most rapid and effective americanization the

wilderness masters the colonist it finds him a european in dress
industries tools modes of travel and thought
the environment is at first too strong for the man

in short at the frontier

he must accept the

conditions which it furnishes or perish and so he fits himself into the

indian clearings and follows the indian trails 33

according to turner then the american frontier is the definitive element of
american society As such it has a rhetorical influence on the attitudes and
identities of those who come in contact with it it creates a new identity

an

american one and reshapes a person through rigorous contact the term
terin
terinfrontier
frontier
has multiple definitions and implications ranging from a literal geographical
space to a more symbolic undeveloped sphere of knowledge and turner provides
a unique perspective as he claims that the frontier is a geographical location that
1examples
examples of intellectual frontiers abound throughout history particularly in the sciences and in
philosophy from such examples it is clear that as an undeveloped sphere of knowledge was explored
great changes occurred in society

3

transforms its inhabitants and creates a distinctive identity

yet turners assertions are slightly limited because he claims that a
location can only be considered a frontier if it is an unsettled area according to

turner the moment a frontier becomes a community

it ceases to be a frontier

in

this thesis 1I will offer an expanded definition of the term
frontier that accounts for
termfrontier
the rhetorical significance of landscape landscape has meaning according to

greg clark because it is never viewed unmediated that is when people look at a
landscape they do so through eyes that were trained to attach meaning to certain
elements for example women coming to colonial america were trained to view
fuli
the land as an untamed wilderness full
fall of danger mystery and opportunity

this

view led to a development of ingenuity and independence thus landscape is
significant because it is part of a full range
social and cultural experience

3

of symbols that constitute a persons

roxanne mountford another scholar of the

rhetoric of landscape asserts that rhetorical space is the geography of a
communicative event and like all landscapes may include both the cultural and

material arrangement whether intended or fortuitous of space
spaces carry the residue

rhetorical

of history upon them but they also carry

physical representation of relationships and ideas

42

a

the frontiers of colonial

america and the wild west provided a rhetorical space for women that was filled
with opportunity and newness

the frontier signified and created a lifestyle that

included several important elements a sense of wilderness to be mastered an
atmosphere of danger and uncertainty an allowance for individuals to grow in
competence and ability a sense of freedom of thought and action an allowance

for change in identity and roles and a creation of social political and economic
opportunities these conditions define the frontier that american women
responded to

this expanded definition of the frontier can be interpreted either

literally or symbolically and it accounts for the significance that frontiers have

4

played in american womens lives

in this thesis 1I will study the american womans
comans relationship with the
frontier on material and symbolic levels reinforcing

turners assertion that the

frontier creates a new identity and then expanding his assertion to account for the

true rhetorical significance of the frontier whether it be in a direct or indirect
way a womans
comans surroundings affect her opportunities and her character either
creating for her more freedom or creating in her a need to find a frontier even a
symbolic one 1I will explore the symbolic frontier that the practice of rhetoric

created for women in the eastern united states in the pursuit of understanding the
frontier as rhetorical and rhetoric as a frontier 1I will use the term geographical
frontier to describe the untamed land of colonial america as well as the land of

the nineteenth century american west 1I will use the term rhetorical frontier to
signify the undeveloped sphere of female rights arguments and to describe how

the practice of rhetoric provided nineteenth century women with a symbolic
frontier 1I will also use the term religious frontier to indicate the undeveloped
sphere of knowledge and belief that mormonism a new religion brought to
nineteenth century women

womens relationships with frontiers have always been complicated
some scholars claim that the frontiers of colonial america and the american

west in the nineteenth century were imposed upon women and that they forced
them into roles and circumstances they were uncomfortable with the frontier
was a mans world as many accounts describe it frederick jackson turner
describes what type of frontier colonial america was writing that it consisted of
fisherman fur trader miner cattle raiser and farmer

39 while men

industriously conquered the land women faced what mary white rowlandson
called a vast and desolate wilderness itd
qtd in kolodny 6 and the dark forests
created a symbolic captivity which was bolstered by the literal captivity narratives

5

of a few women kolodny

6

this creates a bleak image of a lonely woman

fighting the elements of a fearful wilderness

yet others explain that a frontier existence provided women with
opportunities and freedoms that they could not have enjoyed in any other location
during colonial times and the westward expansion indeed annette kolodny in
her book

the land before her explains the difficulties women faced in the new

world of america and then asserts that to escape the psychology of captivity

women set about making their own mark on the landscape

6677

that mark

began with the simple act of gardening which kolodny explains gave women a
kind of benign mastery over the land alleviating their anxiety and creating a new

identity for colonial women 7

As societies developed womens roles became

more important to frontier life anne frior scott editor of the american woman

who
shea
no was she7
she

describes this era

in colonial times american women had a hard life but considerable
opportunity womens work was important as the virginia assembly
recognized almost as soon as the first settlement began when it agreed to
give grants

of land to women as well as men As the colonial society took

shape in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries women could be
found doing all kinds of things speaking for themselves in courts of law
running print shops and newspapers inns and schools practicing

medicine and supervising plantations 4

despite the harshness of a frontier location and the resulting trials women faced
frontier life provided more opportunity for women than a life in settled land and

through close contact with the land women became more self sufficient and
independent

logically it would seem that a woman living in these conditions would be
able to successfully rally for suffrage and greater legal rights for herself and her

6

sex yet it was not until the geographical frontier moved westward disappearing
east2 and being replaced with an industrial society that women began to
from the easta

speak out in large numbers about their rights A new kind of frontier emerged for
women the frontier of rhetoric rhetorical frontier though this was not a
geographical frontier it was an undeveloped sphere of knowledge for these

particular women and it enabled them to occupy a more public location

women like elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony when faced
womans
with an absence of a geographical frontier and a resultant narrowing of a comans
sphere attempted to adapt a rhetoric for women that in its boldness was a
frontier because it placed women outside of the home and it was a realm of
knowledge in need of exploration and development this frontier of rhetoric came
in the form of the natural rights and expediency arguments upon which most of

the womens rights arguments were based most of the well known nineteenth
century womens rights activists were not living on the wild geographical frontier

their location was the confined and stuffy home in the well established

male

dominated city in such a restricted position these women explored a fairly
undeveloped sphere of knowledge

female rights rhetoric

and attempted to

recreate their identity within that sphere

and while stanton and anthony worked hard to maintain and develop this
frontier mormon women living in the west on a geographical frontier had their
own undeveloped sphere of knowledge to reinforce their freedom and
opportunity a new religion women like eliza R snow and emmeline B wells

though seemingly enslaved in polygamous marriages and a patriarchal society
had access to more freedom more opportunity than their eastern counterparts

2
2the
athe
the east refers basically to the original

colonies and the atlantic coast of the united states during
the nineteenth century this area was the most civilized and developed in the country
13

7

because they not only lived on the frontier but they were also part

of the frontier

of a new religion a religious frontier which allowed them to redefine their roles
with what they believed to be a mandate from god in addition to this frontier of
a new religion mormon women also had access to the womens rights rhetoric

of

stanton and anthony which broadened their spheres and their ideological
freedom though there were other women in the west who also had voting
rights and other religious groups who gave women tremendous freedom such as

mornion women lived
the quakers who encouraged women to get an education mormon
in unique circumstances because they had an incredibly distinct and new religion

coupled with a geographical frontier and their lives were influenced by the

womens rights rhetoric of eastern women their story must be explored in depth
because it reveals the complex and ultimately beneficial effect that a frontier

whether religious rhetorical or geographical

has on a womans
comans life

to study a

mormon comans
womans relationship with her material and symbolic frontiers is to
understand the rhetoric of experience in many

of its complexities

by exploring the relationship that women have with geographical
rhetorical and religious frontiers 1I will argue that despite a few exceptions a
frontier is necessary for a woman to have freedom and opportunity 1I will also
examine the idea that rhetoric is not merely language but experience and that

location is one of the most important rhetorical creators of identity for american
women

3

in chapter one 1I will provide an overview of american womens lives

from colonial times to the beginning of the nineteenth century focusing on

womens relationships with the geographical frontier of the eastern united states

the purpose of chapter one is to reveal how tightly connected american womens
3because
because of the scope of the thesis african american and native american women will not be discussed
bron
hron
diers
fiers would be important to explore
frontiers
although their relationship with fron

8

freedom and opportunity were to a frontier 1I will also reveal how a geographical
frontier created the self sufficient and independent identity of the american
woman explaining how that identity became tragically swallowed up in that of
her husbands fathers and brothers as the east became civilized and the
frontier moved westward

in chapter two 1I will explore what happened to women in the east as the
nineteenth century progressed revealing that in the absence of a geographical
frontier women turned
fumed to rhetoric to establish a new location for themselves in
the public sphere though these women were deprived of a geographical frontier

they could not suppress their identities as american women as those whose
progenitors were molded and transformed by their frontier surroundings

the

purpose of this study is to reveal how necessary a frontier was to womens
happiness as well as to point out that frontiers are not always material
geographical locations for women and that intellectual frontiers can provide a

freedom similar to the liberty created by a geographical frontier in addition this
chapter will illuminate the importance of location as an influencer of attitude and
therefore as a rhetorical element

at this time

elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony developed a

rhetorical frontier a frontier of rhetoric for women rallying for legal rights
social rights and most importantly for voting rights despite the fact that these

women had access to an intellectual frontier they were still limited and it still

took 70 years for them to achieve the vote one reason why stanton and anthony
were limited is that they were surrounded by civilization rather than an unsettled
frontier

thus there was less opportunity for women because their roles

like the

very buildings and cities surrounding them were rigid and fixed they also lived
in such a civilized established society that any sign of social deviation would

weaken the power of their arguments because of these limitations stanton

9

water down
anthony and their followers had to make compromises and even waterdown
their rhetoric for fear of being labeled social deviants

cormons
Mormons
contrasting this fear of an identity of social deviation was the mormons
complete departure from socially acceptable norms in chapter three 1I will explore
the lives of mormon women living in the salt

lake valley in the nineteenth

century focusing on their relationship with a geographical rhetorical and
religious frontier as a means

of providing unprecedented and unequaled freedom

and power though to the rest

of the country mormon women seemed to be

enslaved in reality they owned their own businesses led powerful womens
organizations took part in all aspects

of daily life and even had the right to vote

the purpose of this third chapter is to not only provide a complete view of a
comans
womans relationship with frontiers but also to initiate a conversation about
nineteenth century mormon women compared with their eastern counterparts and
their colonist predecessors scholars of womens studies history and rhetoric
have overlooked mormon women during this time period dismissing their
accomplishments as mere extensions

of a pervading patriarchal order more

research must be done on mormon women to uncover their remarkable lives and
to possibly change the perception of these women as only the wives of
polygamous men

in the conclusion 1I will revisit the definitions of rhetoric and the frontier
and reemphasize their place in the lives

of american women both the rhetorical

influence of the frontier and the rhetoric that resulted from an absence of a

frontier reveal that because their cultural status has been secondary to men
women need an uncharted area whether material or symbolic in order to thrive

indeed women need a frontier they need an undeveloped sphere of knowledge to
conquer if not an untamed land to tackle in order to create an identity that
accounts for their own needs and desires

10

1550 1900
chapter one the american woman and the frontier 15501900

womans identity was shaped by her frontier surroundings
the american comans

from the earliest days of colonization to the rise of industrialism in the nineteenth
century american women have had a relationship with the landscape that was at
first hostile then freeing and at last as the frontier moved westward and
industrialization took hold of the east restricting in studying the improvements
and setbacks
set backs in womens history it is clear that the role

of women became

increasingly insignificant as the nation moved from a rugged frontier existence to

a civilized industrial existence As industrialization swept men from the fields
and out of the home womens work in the home decreased in value for the
reward for work became cash rather than self sufficient survival barbara welter
describes the changing status of women in her article

the cult of true

womanhood she explains that the emergence of a larger middle class in the
early nineteenth century saw the creation of the cult of domesticity which
enforced the image of the ideal lady

Rinc
whose finc
function
tion was almost entirely

ornamental A woman living in a civilized city was to be weak fainting dainty
beautiful and above all she was never to deviate from the cultural norm by
speaking in public or pursuing a career outside of the home 152 basically a

true lady never sought her own personal advancement
A frontier woman however was different from her sister living in the
older and better settled communities

in that she had greater freedom from the

women7
traditions and conventions that hampered and lessened the ambitions of womens
women

groves 38

As american womens locations became more civilized and

limiting they sought to create their own frontiers through the rhetoric

of the

womens rights movement in the mid to late nineteenth century
in this chapter 1I will address the changes that have occurred in american
womens status from the colonial period up to the end of the nineteenth century

11

focusing on the shift from the geographical frontiers of the colonial period to the
more civilized east coast of the nineteenth century 1I will explain that as the
frontier moved farther west it took many of the freedoms and privileges women
enjoyed with it in addressing womens early relationships with the frontier 1I
will establish the concept that the colonial frontier created the identity of the

american woman 1I will also set the stage for the study of nineteenth century
feminism addressed in chapter two as a result of the repressive industrial
landscape of the eastern united states in addition to preparing for that study 1I
will also lay a foundation which will be built upon in a study of mormon women
in chapter three

colonial america
during the colonial period in american history 1550
1760 women fled to the
15501760

new world for a variety of reasons some sought to improve their financial status some
fled from religious persecution some were even sentenced to come to america instead
going to prison catherine clinton who wrote

of

the other civil war explains that many

women came to america as indentured servants getting their passage money in exchange
for a term of work 4 indeed some women were sold as wives for the cost of their
then
transportation these women were described as agreeable persons young and incorrupt
sold with their own consent to settlers as wives the price to be the cost of their own

transportation itd
qtd in flexner

1

whether uprooted by force or by choice women

coming to america from the european continent had an identity altering experience in
the wilderness

of the new world the new world was a frontier wherein women could

start their lives over make new rules and even experience rags to riches success in the

new world a woman could carve out her own existence relatively free from the fetters
Europ eYet it was also fraught with difficulty
of the staunch and uncompromising europeyet

captivity and a fear of the unknown in any case the first women coming to america
experienced the rhetoric of the frontier in such a way that their lives were changed

12

usually for the better

the conditions that women faced in the new world were extremely harsh
however judith giton
aiton who lived in carolina wrote 1I have been six months without
tasting bread working like a ground slave and 1I have even passed three and four years

without having food when 1I wanted it itd
qtd in clinton 4 perhaps such trying times
shaped these european women the most creating in them a necessity driven
independence and ingenuity which transformed them into
32

turners american character

the harsh trials early colonial women had to endure resulted in their own

transformation as well as an eventual increase of their freedoms and opportunities As
physically and emotionally wrenching as it was to reside on the colonial frontier in the

early days most scholars agree that colonial women enjoyed better living conditions

better health and higher status than their european counterparts

lerner
lemer xxviii the

newness of the land influenced these women to renew their own lives and to make their

own mark on their surroundings through hard work suffering and boldness

yet there were many women whose hard work and suffering did not pay off in
her book first generations women in colonial america carol berkin relates shocking
statistics of women and children in the chesapeake area according to her research the
average life expectancy of men in the early days of the chesapeake was forty years
while womens life expectancy was thirty nine years A life of hard labor coupled with
diseases such as malaria made for a near century of demographic disaster nearly a

quarter of babies bom during this time did not live past their first birthday and forty to
fifty five percent of white children born
bom in this area died before their twentieth birthday
7

in an area where death was a daily experience women and men had to live their lives

differently than their english counterparts perhaps the landscape of intricate winding
waterways and miles of unending forest was a reflection of the complicated and untamed
lifestyle that colonists in the chesapeake lived whatever hardships women had to
endure generally life in the colonies afforded women much more freedom and

13

opportunity than life in the old world ever could have precisely because of the rhetorical
impact of such harsh conditions

the change in attitude and identity which they created

the rhetoric of the colonial frontier slowly began to alter womens attitudes and
actions molding them into americans

at first immobilized by the wilderness

women

began to garden and to make their impression on the landscape women began to
reconstruct their identity based on their relationship with the land with their mere
survival depending on how they interacted with their surroundings annette kolodny

provides examples of this relationship

many times widowed on the treacherous frontier ann kennedy wilson poague

lindsay mcginty

took stock of the wilderness around her and devised a

means of using fibers

of nettles and other weeds that grew so abundantly there

as a substitute for flax thereby supplying her family with a usable cloth for the

warm winter garments they so urgently needed 49

even the simple act of making clothes for the family was a somewhat transforming
experience because it gave women the power to create something new from their

surroundings and it created an intimate relationship with the frontier that infused women
with confidence womens dependence on the land altered their constructions of
themselves even to the point of their food and clothing indeed as women molded the
landscape the landscape molded women into americans turner defines the social
development of americans as a process of perennial rebirth
expansion westward with

fluidity

of

life

new opportunities and continuous touch with the

simplicity of primitive society

32

As women living in the colonies became

americanif by turners definition they enjoyed the opportunities and freedoms that the
America
american dream professed to offer
one reason for womens participation in the american dream was that in the

new world the value of a woman was relatively high women coming to america from
europe experienced a major shift in their roles and worth within budding communities

14

the rhetoric of the landscape dramatically altered these womens identity in society
because it created an immediate need for women to take an active role in fhe
the community

because instability was a rule on the american frontier women became extremely
valuable as a stabilizing force investors in the virginia colony upon realizing this fact
campaigned for more women to make the passage from old world to new As eleanor
ofstruggle explains the virginia investors believed that
flexner author of century of struggle

without women this colony would remain a loose constantly shifting aggregation of
adventurers

1

this reveals how the frontier can alter ones attitude

and break down

social hierarchies catherine clinton explains that women were a desperately required

commodity for the new world

to supply settlements with much needed labor domestic

influence and the power of natural increase

4

the idea of women as vital

contributors to society directly contrasts the traditional european idea of a womans
comans role
as ancillary to a mans

this reveals the rhetorical influence of the frontier

and the

benefits that women enjoyed from living in an untamed land

another reason why women benefited from the landscape was that they were
immensely outnumbered

the colonial frontier was a mans world men outnumbered

women by six to one in the earliest decades and three to one as late as the 1680s

berkin 6 men made up the majority of the colonial population and because of this a
comans
womans gender alone placed her in a unique position as a precious commodity some
called the colonies a comans
wo mans paradise and indeed a woman could find a husband
womans

easily though marriage for women meant a life of hard labor and child birth almost every
two years

the harsh environment

gave value and meaning to a womans
comans difference from

a man changing her image of herself and impacting her status and freedom

that freedom came

in many forms the most prominent

of which was economic

gerda lemer
lerner in her introduction to the female experience asserts that in the
american colonies a shortage of labor a shortage of women

and the economic

demands of a preindustrial
pre industrial society gave women relatively greater mobility higher status

15

and greater independence than what prevailed in other countries

xxviii indeed women

in colonial times had access to occupations that they could never have aspired to in the

old world catherine clinton writes that women played vital roles in the colonial
tavernkeeper
keeper or shopkeeper died his wife often took over and
tavemkeeper
whenever a tavern

economy

ran the business widows maintained their late husbands enterprises relatively
unhampered by colonial authorities

7

not only were wives able to take over their

husbands businesses but there are many instances of women starting their own
enterprises

catherine clinton gives several examples of the employment opportunities for
176w&
176 Ms
women on the colonial frontier particularly during the revolutionary period in the 176ms

arustle
englands
clinton writes that new En
glands colonial records indicate that commerce was abustle
with industrious and enterprising women jane mecom benjamin franklins sister ran a
shop in boston during the 1760s elizabeth murray smith ran a successful business in

Hutchinsonin philadelphia and elizabeth thompson in
hutchinsonin
boston as did margaret hutchinsonian

charleston 7 frontier life made it possible for these women to start businesses and run
7

them successfully because a steady supply of goods and services was essential to a
fragile colonial community

clinton 7 women in business were able to enjoy a relative

autonomy transforming them into independent beings
know how to start a business venture
in fact a woman with enough courage and knowhow
was rewarded with respect in the frontier setting

the idea of the self made man

and

woman was an essential ingredient in frontier psychology because the colonists came to
the new world with a desire to start over and remake themselves the ability of anyone
man or woman

ernest groves
to succeed in becoming self made was always admired emest

in his article frontier women explains that in a less expansive way

the frontier

woman also had opportunity to become self made she could not hope to reach the
heights of power or distinction or influence that were open goals for men but she could
arrive at a reputation at least locally for knowing how to handle herself and her

16

circumstances and thus gain respect and even admiration
admira tiow 3377

though a womans
comans place

in the frontier economy was always below a mans place she was still able to gain a

foothold in society and be rewarded with respect and a good reputation
A womans
comans foothold in society nevertheless was still often jeopardized by old

world laws and social regulations especially in the case of a married woman eleanor
flexner points out that women were harshly discriminated against through english law
married women could not sign contracts they had no title to their own earnings to
property even when it was their own by inheritance or dower or to their children in case

of legal separation divorce when granted at all by the courts or by legislative action
was given only for the most flagrant abuses adultery desertion and nonsupport
non support and
extreme cruelty

8

clearly colonial women still had much discrimination to contend

with particularly in the realm of their legal rights though a woman could have her own
business she could not be a member of any decision making boards nor had she much
say in politics or religion

A womans
comans freedom was limited to just those things that a frontier existence
deemed necessary to survival and yet this was no small gain for women had significant
legal rights in relationship to the land on which they lived

by the end of the seventeenth

century widows and single women could hold property in any of the colonies by the end

of the eighteenth century kolodny explains it was not uncommon for a father to leave
property and land to his daughters as well as to his sons and the same contingencies of
colonial existence that were thus slowly altering centuries of english custom in land
ownership did make available to women opportunities for land management that would
have been unimaginable to their counterparts in europe

49

thus the rhetoric of the

frontier altered the identity of women and altered the manner in which women were
treated though cultural norms and restrictions did indeed carry over from the old

world in the new world women were able to reinterpret some of the rules and make
changes based on the needs their geographical frontier created
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also because the new world lacked the social structures and hierarchies that
were a mainstay in the old world colonists were forced to create their own structures A
lack of human resources and comfortable class distinctions enabled men and women in

the colonies to form their own close ties and community life carol berkin reinforces this
idea in her description of the colonists in the chesapeake area she writes
absence

of strong or adequately responsive social institutions

in the

colonists sustained one

another men witnessed each others wills appraised their neighbors estates raised barns
and protected families from indian attacks women linked their daily lives by visiting
attending at childbirth nursing the sick and exchanging household products

10- 11 in
1011
loli
loii

such a community oriented environment gender roles became fluid and less easily
defined

for example berkin cites instances where women and men gathered to

socialize she writes that women
vo men as well as men smoked drank and played cards and
games of dice

11

thus while many old world ideas immigrated to the new world

the lack of social structures and institutions in the colonies enabled women to have a
major role in building and maintaining communities not to mention in bending gender
rules building their own communities procured for women a respect and a more

generally recognized voice in frontier society

in the time just prior to the revolution foreign observations of women reveal a
freedom of manner and a growing self reliance that made these women truly american

one french observer wrote that the young women here enjoy a liberty which to french
manners would appear disorderly they go out alone walk with young men and depart
with them from the rest of the company in large assemblies itd
qtd in benson 23 another

frenchman praised american women for their honest modesty and found them
refreshingly different from our affected bashfulness and false reserve itd
qtd in benson
24 american womens temerity astounded foreigners and became somewhat of a
symbol for the growing defiance

for independence

of the whole country

in the time leading up to the war
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A particularly interesting group of american women during the pre-

revolutionary period were those living on the extreme frontiers of the south phillip
dwelis journal in 1710 described such a woman
Lu
ludwells
dwells

it is said of this mrs jones from whose house we came that she is a very civil
ofruggedness
chews nothing of
woman and shews
ruggedness or immodesty in her carriage yett she

ac shot down wild cattle
will carry a gunn in the woods and kill deer turkey &c
catch and tye hoggs knock down beeves with an ax and perform the most

qtd in benson 27
manfull exercises as well most men in those parts itd

mrs jones provides an excellent example of a frontier woman carving out a life for
herself and her family performing manfull tasks as necessity dictates and earning the
respect and admiration of others in the process women like mrs jones represent the core
values of frontier society and illuminate the underlying ideals and beliefs that sparked the

american revolution she is a definitive example of a woman transformed by her
landscape

revolutionary america

the status of women in colonial america reached an all time high as colonists
began to vie for their independence from england during this time extreme political
upheaval and the probability of war created an ultimate frontier existence for women not
only were they on a geographical frontier they were also on the brink of a political
frontier a new country an independent america women took an active role in the

revolutionary war for practical economic reasons for the good of the country and for
the chance to break free from the discriminatory laws and customs of british rule in the
revolution women saw a chance for more autonomy and opportunity

the motivations

and experiences of women during this time were as varied as

were the women themselves race class economic status religion and geographical
location were all key ingredients in the lives of women but a single thread runs through
each colonial womans
comans life during the revolutionary period whether they were loyalists
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or rebels rich or poor married or single these women were placed in a situation that
required much more self sufficiency and political awareness than they had needed before

this was a time for them to test their american character
during this period whether they were ostracized for their conservative political
views or whether they were active participants in dangerous spying operations for

general washington women were driven out of their stability and into a realm of self
sacrifice self sufficiency and self awareness women who were loyal to england who
had been prominent members of good society who enjoyed wealth and status were often
forced out of their homes as traitors one example of such a woman is grace galloway
Gallo ways story providing a glimpse into the lives of women
carol berkin tells grace galloways

loyalists graces husband joseph a once highly respected member of the community
remained loyal to england and declared himself a traitor to the colonies leaving grace
behind he took their only daughter and fled the area in order to avoid the backlash of
revolutionary sentiment forced to live on her own grace fought obstinately to maintain

her possessions and wealth As a married woman she had essentially become a legally
non existent person and therefore had all of her possessions confiscated she fought to
nonexistent
the end however and in her journal expressed a satisfaction in a newfound
independence in a discovered a capacity for autonomy

berkin 168 no longer

depending on a man for her place in society was somewhat freeing for grace despite the
indignity

of renting rooms of going through unsuccessful court battles

and feeling a

great amount of resentment and bitterness many colonial women who remained loyal to
the crown during the revolutionary war experienced an uprooting of everything which
composed their identity status home family and social customs were all affected and
in some cases changed during this decisive time period in american history and the

result was an evolution american womens identities based on their surroundings

those women who did believe in the cause of the revolution were going through
their own changes and moved onto a decidedly new frontier women whose husbands
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and fathers had left to fight in the war experienced the extreme benefits and drawbacks of
these changes catherine Clin
tons study of women during this war reveals that the
clintons
cliftons

revolution was one of the most vital catalysts for womens changing roles the
political crisis provided women with new and essential tasks and paved the way
for accelerated changes during the war women were left alone on the home front

documents demonstrate that scores of women underwent dramatic
transformation during the prolonged separations from their husbands and fathers

initially women shrank from the tremendous burdens men expected them to
shoulder

but slowly and surely women found the strength and capability not

only to endure but to master these responsibilities 12

journals and letters from women on the home front reveal an ever increasing
independence and sense of capability carol berkin cites a study of simple pronouns used

throughout a series of letters from a eliza lucas to her soldier husband she begins
talking about his crop and his cows gradually shifts into using our to describe

these things and eventually refers to the land and the farm as mine

182

during the

revolutionary war women surely went through a strengthening process during which

their relationships with the land reached a climax of intensity and their identities as

americans solidified

yet these processes were not always beneficial or strengthening women on the
home front of the revolutionary war faced the inconvenience of british military
occupation as well as the terror of being raped by soldiers

the number of rapes that took

place in the colonies is staggering not to mention the glib manner in which british
officers responded to colonial womens complaints cavalry commander
exemplifies this lighthearted attitude

lord rawdon

the fair nymphs of this isle staten island

are in

wonderful tribulation A girl cannot step into the bushes to pluck a rose without running
the most imminent risk of being lavished
ravished
shed itd
ravi
qtd in berkin 184 those women who went
to war with their husbands faced similar abuse indignity and mistreatment

the
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revolutionary war was not just a time of great progress and opportunity for women it
was also a time of great suffering as well

whatever the negative consequences of the revolution it was still a time wherein
women residing on the frontier of america gained a greater political consciousness and
were able to make a direct impact on the outcome of the war in fact women were able
to affect the status of the colonies merely by choosing to boycott imported british goods

never before had a simple homemaking decision been such a political statement women
had political power even in their own kitchens and parlors there is a story of a nine year
old girl who was offered a cup of british tea at the home of a wealthy loyalist she

curtsied brought the cup to her lips and tossed its contents out the window even a nine
year old girl could make a political statement during the revolution women were almost
always involved in public demonstrations especially when the demonstrations were

spontaneous some ministers and political leaders encouraged women to participate in
these political acts and to stimulate their husbands to the same action

and while male leaders encouraged women to participate in the revolution in
their limited way some women literally took part in the fight for independence by
enlisting as soldiers deborah sampson gannett of massachusetts enlisted under the
name robert shurtleff she fought bravely next to other male soldiers for three years the
men learning her sex only when she was wounded she wrote a petition for a pension for

her service asking that though a female
to other wounded and disabled soldiers

she receive the pay and emoluments granted
395
39566

no explanation was given for why

deborah was not granted her petition but after several attempts she was finally granted a
recompense for her service after telling her story deborah became a national hero was
given her own lecture circuit and her own book

the revolution

obscured gender roles to

je point that a woman could assume a male identity act in a completely unprecedented
fte
ate

and
pd socially improper manner and be praised and awarded for doing so

this was surely

a ame
dmee when women whether they suffered or whether they prospered were extremely
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politically influential and were given extreme opportunities for recognition

the revolutionary war also helped to spark a small feminist movement ten
Woll stonecraft wrote A vindication of the rights of women which is
years before mary wollstonecraft

cited as the beginning of the modem womens rights movement judith murray was
writing her own essays about the disparity between male and female opportunities

perhaps seeing the revolution as her chance to discuss womens mistreatment murray
argued for the equality of women and the need to educate girls in more than just
household duties in response to those who argued that educated women would neglect

their domestic responsibilities she wrote
should it still be vociferated your domestic employments are sufficient

1I

would calmly ask is it reasonable that a candidate for immortality for the joys of

heaven an intelligent being who is to spend an eternity in contemplating the
works of deity should at present be so degraded as to be allowed no other ideas
than those which are suggested by the mechanism of a pudding or the sewing of
the seams of a garment

qtd in flexner
itd

16

clearly during this time there was a spirit of revolution not just among the patriots of the
country but also among the women of the country women saw this time as an
opportunity to obtain more rights

post revolutionary america

the colonial and revolutionary periods in womens history reveal that a frontier
existence however physically taxing ultimately provides women with greater
opportunities to enter into politics the economy and to have relatively more freedom
within society yet if the revolutionary war was the climax of womens power and
influence within the frontier community then the post revolutionary period was the
disappointing fall in the status and opportunities of women those women who had
fought for independence

some even going into battle disguised as men

believed that

they might have some influence in organizing a new government unfortunately the
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decades following the war saw little political or economic relief for those women who
States mens rhetoric which
had put so much energy into the campaign for freedom statesmens

attempted to recognize women for their revolutionary efforts did little to assuage

womens growing dissatisfaction women wanted tangible compensation for their efforts
and the men returning from war wanted to put women back into a dependent role

resenting this attempt to silence them some outspoken women rallied for political and
legal rights mary willing byrd of virginia proclaimed

as a female as the parent of

eight children as a virtuous citizen as a friend to my country and as a person who has

never violated the laws of her country

I1 have paid my taxes and have not been

personally or virtually represented my property is taken from me and I1 have no redress
qtd in clinton 14
itd

despite the fact that these women used the very same language that

was used by the founding fathers against the british government they found little

sympathy for their cause among the men and political leaders of america

while african american slaves and native americans were granted a special
status in the constitution women were excluded from definitions of citizenship

the franchise was a right granted by individual states in the early days of the
new nation therefore the records of states like new jersey reveal that women did indeed
altogether

vote yet by the turn of the century women were viewed as perpetrators of election
fraud

clinton

15 and were sternly discouraged from voting

election troubles were

almost always attributed to a large number of female and african american voters

eventually new jersey restricted women from voting a restriction which william A
whitehead sanctioned in a speech read before the new jersey historical society on
january 21 1858 he declared

by the constitution adopted july 2 1776 the elective

franchise was conferred upon all inhabitants
any
ally instance of the exercise

import of the words
inport

of this colony

but 1I have not discovered

of the right by females under an interpretation which the full

all inhabitants was subsequently thought to sanction

324
32455

while slaves were given the concession of existing as three fifths a human being
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women at this time in american history were not counted as inhabitants occupants
residents of the country at all As the country recovered from the revolution and the

nineteenth century was underway a womans
comans sphere of influence shrank rapidly
ironically the creation of america as a free country coincided with the restriction and
disappointment of the women who had become true americans

nineteenth century america
industrialization contributed to the restriction of a comans
womans influence as well in a
fam ilys survival were
frontier setting a womans
comans contributions to the home and to the familys

extremely valuable she labored alongside her husband and the reward for her work was

food on the table and well fed children eleanor flexner explains that the demands that
frontier existence made on human beings established a certain rough egalitarianism
which challenged

long established concepts of propriety women were just as

indispensable as men since a household which lacked their homemaking skills as well as
nursing sharpshooting and hunting when needed was not to be envied

9

yet

industrialization created more civilized cities and families moved into these areas for

work As men left the home to seek a living the value of womens work decreased and
her equality with her husband diminished

the frontier moved westward taking the

egalitarian relationship between men and women with it and the remaining eastern areas

of the united states became an industrialized civilized realm wherein women remained
in the home restricted to activities that did not interfere with their husbands rights or

privileges

the eastern united states became a mans world with little room for

outspoken women gerda lerner
lemer explains the changes industrialization wrought on the

american family in her introduction to the female experience she writes
as the focus of economic activity shifted from the home to the marketplace and
the business world woman by her continuing association with and conf
confinement
mement
to the domestic sphere

became herself gradually devalued

woman became

inferior in her own eyes and those of society by not participating fully in the
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work of the new society by her unpaid labor in the home her inferior status was
constantly reinforced axx
xxx

not only was a comans
womans work in the home devalued but her position as mother
and wife became less a commodity than an expectation As the ratio

of men to women

equalized a woman became less valued for the virtue of her sex and a man became more
admired for his role as father and husband for his ability to support a family signified his
success in the work force therefore a womans
comans work in the home meant less to
industrialized society than it did to a frontier agricultural community

in fact even those single women widows or poor mothers who did enter the
work force found that their work in the marketplace was less valued than a mans even

though in many cases women employees outnumbered male employees women received
far less pay for the same work as men for they were considered temporary labor

caroline dall who wrote limited choices in 1860 gave some startling statistics about
the number of employed women versus the amount of money these women made she
writes

oflynn
lynn 3729 males and
in 1850 there were engaged in shoemaking in the town of
6412 females nearly twice as many women as men yet in the monthly payment
ofwages
of wages only half as much money was paid to women as to men the three
thousand men received seventy five thousand dollars a month and the six
thousand women thirty seven thousand dollars that is the womens wages were
on the average only one quarter as much as those of the men 275

the guilt which society placed upon employed women for being away from their children
provided an excuse for their employers to pay less and give them only unskilled jobs with
no opportunity for advancement thus womens work outside the home became

characterized by poor pay low status no security

lemer xxxi women were also

frequently given the same menial jobs that they would carry out domestically in her
1830 1945
book women in the united states 18301945

SJ kleinberg explains that domestic
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service dominated the employment prospects for single women

domestic service and

sewing required no capital but capitalized on womens previous domestic and household
experiences

16

even if a woman took part in the marketplace her job was either an

extension of her labor in the home or it was the lowest paid most menial occupation that

a factory owner could give her the landscape of the factory and the city had a far more
violent and repressive effect on women than the harshest of frontiers

in these economic and social conditions the cult of domesticity flourished in
westering women and the frontier experience sandra L myers explains that the cult of
domesticity demanded that women be pious pure submissive and domestic women
the publicists of this doctrine suggested were important not as workers but as the
repository of true virtue and as the moral guardians of the family

6

As women moved

into the cities and economically valuable work moved outside the home women were
faced with a choice between their families and homes and their desire to be economically
and socially productive

the difficulty women faced in blending economic activity with

domestic responsibility resulted in an attempt to ennoble their domestic condition as a
debine the work force as a mans exclusive sphere
divine calling for women and to define

consequently women created the rhetoric of the cult of domesticity ortrue
womanhood preaching an ideology that women need not feel any discontent at their
domestic location for their position in the home was a divine one barbara welter in her
article

the cult of true womanhood

home

15
1511

describes the true woman as the hostage in the

welter explains that

the ideology dispersed through magazines and preached in periodicals was an
attempt to maintain stability in a world of changing fortunes and values in this
world of changes one thing at least remained the sarne
same
saine
woman wherever she was found

if anyone

the complex virtues which made up

a true woman was a true

male or female dared to tamper with

true womanhood

he was damned

immediately as an enemy of god of civilization and of the republic it was a
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fearful obligation a solemn responsibility which the nineteenth century

american woman had to uphold the pillars of the temple with her frail white
hand 152

though women created this ideal to redeem themselves from a subservient position in
reality the cult of domesticity merely strengthened the fetters that kept women in a
degraded social position ironically again it was deemed as anti american to restrict that
which was most Ameri
american
amerlcarf in women independence self sufficiency and freedom

not only were women restricted by the rhetoric of true womanhood but they
also felt a sense of failure to achieve the societal construction of a true woman

according to catherine clinton
the refinement of middle class ideology profoundly affected females during the
antebellum era

the majority of women failed to realize the ideal represented by

bourgeois values the lady on a pedestal exalted by the cult of domesticity

the

model woman was a cultural myth bearing little resemblance to any womans
comans
daily experience although few could embody her most women were judged by
this unattainable standard and thousands

of women were socialized to this ideal

through the widespread dissemination of periodical literature 40

these periodicals urged women to remain in the home declaring the home to be a
womans
comans holy sphere in fact urged is too moderate a word to describe how these
periodicals communicated with their audience one author wrote that whenever a
woman goes out of the home to mingle in any of the greater public movements of the
day she is deserting the station which god and nature have assigned to her

qtd in clinton 411
her appropriate and appointed sphere of action itd

home is

As cities grew and

women moved from the frontier and into civilization a set of new and seemingly
impossible expectations was heaped upon them

some scholars fail to recognize the relationship between the disappearance of the
frontier and the emergence of the cult of true womanhood viewing womens move into
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the city as a beneficial thing and believing that a frontier existence gave women few
opportunities to prosper david potter wrote an article called american women and the

american character which seeks to refute the idea that the frontier was a place of
tremendous growth for women citing the frontier aphorism that this country is all right

for men and dogs but its hell on women and horses itd
qtd in potter 120 he explains

that the harsh work of plowing and hunting and fighting off indians was not accessible to
women and therefore the frontier was strictly a mans world where women did not
belong potter asserts that more economic political and educational opportunity was
available to women in cities

he writes

where the work of the frontier called for the strong back and the powerful muscles

of a primeval man the work of the city clerical work secretarial work and the
tending of machines

has called for the supple fingers and the ready adaptability

of a young woman and it was in this environment for the first time in america
that women found on any scale worth mentioning access to independent earning

power

the wilderness may have been the frontier for american men

but

the city was the frontier for american women and the business office was what
gave them economic independence and an opportunity to follow a course

of their

own 121

while potter makes an interesting point and surely there are cases in which his theory is
accurate his idea seems a bit short
sighted potter fails to recognize the blatant
shortsighted
discrimination which women faced in the work place and he also does not mention the
debilitating rules and regulations of the cult of domesticity which occurred because
women needed a reason for their newly restricted sphere potter also perpetuates the very
stereotype that he attempts to discredit in his article that women are more frail and are

truly the weaker sex
some others view the frontier women through potters stereotypical gaze frontier
women were either worked and birthed to death or they were driven mad by their solitary
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existence sandra L myers talks
quoting one historian who wrote

of these two extreme views of the frontier woman
these solitary women longing to catch a glimpse of

one of their own sex swept their eyes over the boundless prairie and thought
home in the east

hollow eyed tired and discouraged

of the old

some begged their

husbands to hitch up the team turn the wagon tongue eastward and leave the accursed
plains

2

it is true that the harsh frontier conditions took their toll on women yet

potter and myers neglect to mention the numerous instances in which women rose to the
occasion of the bleak frontier and conquered the wilderness right along with the men

they also fail to recognize turners definition of the american character and the
resultant need for a frontier to create a distinct identity in women

an example of a woman who defies david potters assertion is mrs davies of
kentucky william fowlers 1879 book women on the american frontier reveals the
kind of respect admiration and freedom courageous women enjoyed in the frontier

fowler tells of mrs davies numerous intrepid acts explaining that she was accustomed
ilke many other women on the frontier
to handle a gun and was a good shot like
eke

2011
20

when a robber came to her home mrs davies picked up his gun and placing herself
in the doorway had the weapon cocked and leveled upon him by the time he turned

ory manner ordered him to take a seat or she would shoot him
around and in a preemptory
preempt
202

fowlers praise and admiration of mrs davies and countless women like her

illustrates that frontier women could not only handle themselves in their wild
environment but also that these women could gain a great deal of community fame and
respect for doing so A woman working in a factory in the city had much more anonymity
and much less potential for social recognition and freedom than a woman living in a log
cabin in the wilderness

civilized women not only battled discrimination in the marketplace and the cult

of domesticity but with the rise of the middle class they also battled idleness As middle
class families became more wealthy and more numerous they were able to hire maids
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and cooks to do the domestic work that was traditionally allotted to wives and mothers in
obvious ways this was positive for it freed a mother and wife from the fetters of
mundane household labors bringing about an intellectual awakening for some women

on the other hand

it decreased the value of a woman in the family and in some cases

forced a woman into a life of idleness

the constrictive corsets worn by women during

this time period are a symbol of the ever decreasing sphere they occupied and the painful
social economic and physical restrictions under which they struggled A true ladys
value was in her physical appearance and her efforts were concentrated in maintaining a
certain pallor to make herself a finer decoration for the home under such conditions she
lost her true identity and became merely an ornamental item in the house

girls were educated in the manners and skills that were required of a true
victorian lady in his article ladies not women andrew sinclair explains that a
young lady was taught that by self control and corsets she must keep her nature back
she showed any signs of solitary vice she had to be supervised night and day

if

for if her

depravity were not arrested she would reach the grave the madhouse or worse yet the
brothel

68

these girls were trained for the sole purpose of becoming the wives of

gentlemen and their training was often cruel and demeaning

for example

some girls

were forced to take cold baths and to wear chilly clothes others could not lie on a soft
bed or sit on a soft chair or couch all in the name of propriety and purity unlike a
frontier in which women had a chance to leave their mark on their surroundings the
landscape of the city and the home only left both physical and emotional scars on the
women who lived in them

the education that young women received in the home was as unimpressive as
the education they received outside of it institutionalized female education held a
secondary importance to male education and while men went to government supported
schools with academic rigor women went to private schools with little to no purpose
funding or organization emma willard wrote A plan for improving female education
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in 1819 in this piece she outlines the major problems

nineteenth century

of female education in the early

of the private schools girls attended

she writes

they are temporary institutions formed by individuals

but they cannot expect

to be greatly lucrative therefore the individuals who establish them cannot afford
to provide suitable accommodations as to room

so neither can they afford

libraries and other apparatus necessary to teach properly the various branches in
which they pretend to instruct
provide suitable instruction

neither can the individuals

afford to

As these schools are private establishments their

preceptresses are not accountable to any particular persons any woman has a
right to open any school in any place and no one either from law or custom can
prevent her 219

comans education was a random sampling of knowledge with no real order or
thus a womans
discipline A woman was trained to know a few facts a little french and to know how to
be a submissive wife to her husband

the education of experience with land and with

survival had disappeared when the frontier moved west

womens education was constantly attacked by men as wen
well men went as far as
weil
weli
providing medical reasons for women to refrain from learning even as late as 1874

dr

edward clarke wrote a famous book deriding female education he cited education as the
main cause of female ailments in middle class families

dr clarke believed that

educating women caused symptoms of nervousness hysteria hypochondriasis and

insanity

emaciation and other diseases the offspring of an exhausted constitution 7

qtd in sinclair 69
itd

rather than looking to constrictive corsets lack of fresh air and

exercise and boredom as reasons for middle class womens ailments many physicians
chose to view education as the major cause of these problems fortunately on the

western frontier these misconceptions about educating women did not exist and women
were encouraged to grow and leam
learn according to their natures
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conclusion

womens opportunities for work for self sufficiency for education and for
public participation clearly diminished as they moved into industrialized society from
the earliest days of colonial america to the latest days of the nineteenth century it
appears as though women moved into a more constricted realm As the frontier
disappeared into the west and many women moved into the cities civilized ideals took

over necessary practices work outside the home became the exclusive right of the
husband and women were lauded as queens of the hearth convinced that they must
remain in the home in order to fill the impossible shoes of the victorian lady

this

became the new norm as the meaning of the american frontier was lost and
industrialization took hold

of this shift in cultural ideas

gerda lemer
lerner asserts that for

all women industrialization and its accompanying ideology brought a lowering

and a shrinking of opportunities

xxxii

of status

yet the next chapter will reveal that while the

geographical frontier was rapidly moving west a feminist consciousness 4 was rapidly
coming to the forefront of societal thought and a rhetorical frontier was emerging

chapter two will be a study of nineteenth century feminist rhetoric as a reaction to the
disappearing frontier

the study will focus on the rhetoric of susan B anthony and

elizabeth cady stanton for these women were the mothers of the suffrage movement and
they provided a blueprint for their feminist progeny these women reveal that in the
absence of a geographical frontier rhetoric can create a symbolic frontier

411I

will use the terms feminist rhetoric and womens rights rhetoric interchangeably throughout this
thesis the women practicing this rhetoric did not use the term feminism but looking at their lives it is
apparent that they were the creators of a feminist consciousness even though they did not articulate it in
those terms
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chapter two rhetorical frontiers of the suffrage movement
1I pined mor
that freedom of thought and action
from the earliest dawn of reason 1pinedfor
for thatfteedom

that was then denied to all women 1I revolted in spirit against the customs ofsociety
of society and
de
debarred
the laws of the state that crushed my aspirations and debarres
barred me from the pursuit of

almost every object worthy of a rational intelligent mind but not until that meeting at

seneca falls in 1848 of the pioneers in the cause gave thisfeeling
this feeling of unrest
form and
unrestform
urns
emily co
collins

voice did 1II take action

emily collins describes a feeling that many american women shared during the
latter half of the nineteenth century indeed this desire for freedom of thought and
action is a common characteristic of the american woman

a characteristic that became

inherent in her identity as she communed with the frontier of colonial america when

those colonies became industrious cities and that frontier moved west women like emily

collins were left with drastically reduced freedoms
and the inability to achieve independence

5

As a result of this missing frontier

of thought and action women living in the east

during the nineteenth century sought another kind of frontier womens rights rhetoric

m
nineteenth century womens rights rhetoric emerged from a variety of sources in

america many scholars including catherine clinton argue that the french revolution
and its accompanying spirit of reform gave birth to the womens rights movement

6

others such as SJ kleinberg link feminism directly to abolitionism saying that

ofgamsonian antigarrisonian
womens rights advocates began their political careers as followers of
slavery ideology still others connect womens rights arguments with industrialization
5

the rhetorical

influence of the frontier shaped colonial women into decidedly independent beings 1I
believe that this independence became a part of the identity of american women as the nation grew and
from england As a result an independence of thought and action was part of what
became distinct hrom
comprised the character of the american woman in the nineteenth century this character was challenged
as women were forced into restrictive roles
6c

mary wollstonecrafts A vindication of the rights of women provides an example of the influence of the
democratic principles of the french revolution she wrote the book after A vindication of the rights of
man extending the principles of self government and freedom to women
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and the subsequent changes that occurred within the family in 1914 walter lippman

explained this phenomenon

the mere withdrawal of industries from the home has drawn

millions of women out of the home and left millions idle within it itd
qtd in oneill 3344

william

oneill

in feminism in4merica4
in america A history asserts that none of these proposed

causes truly defines the catalyst for the feminist movement in nineteenth century

america oneill believes that the ideal of a conjugal family initiated a rebellion among
women he writes
in completing the transformation of the family from a loosely organized if
indispensable adjunct of western society into a strictly defined nuclear unit at
the very center of social life the victorians laid a burden on women which many

of them could or would not bear the victorians had attempted moreover to
compensate women for their increased domestic and pedagogic responsibilities by
enveloping them in a mystique which asserted their higher status while at the
same time guaranteeing their actual inferiority 4455

while oneill lippman and other historians and scholars make truthful claims there is
one catalyst for feminism that has been largely ignored the absence of a frontier

the absence of a frontier in the east

some might argue is a small factor that led

to the womens rights movement but in reality as the frontiers of america moved
westward women living on the east coast were affected in complex rhetorical and
psychological ways from emily collins statement at the beginning of this chapter it
seems obvious that when the frontier moved it took part of the american womans
comans

identity with it leaving an emptiness and a restrictiveness behind thus the womens
rights movement was not only a result of reform movements of abolitionism or the
strictures of an increased emphasis on the nuclear family in addition to these factors the
absence of a geographical frontier

a location which fostered independence ingenuity

and the ability to pursue intellectual physical and emotional dreams
catalyst in the development of a feminist consciousness

was a major
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in chapter one 1I established the rhetorical influence of the frontier in creating the
identity of the american woman in the following chapter 1I will explore the practice of
rhetoric as a means for women living in the civilized east to again obtain that freedom

of thought and action that a geographical frontier cultivated 1I will explore rhetoric as a
frontier for women

without a geographical frontier women living in the industrialized united states
explored the frontier of rhetoric

7

though they were inundated with the rhetoric of

domesticity in the form of numerous conduct manuals and periodicals these women
created an empowering rather than a restrictive rhetoric for themselves which was
intended to produce social change

at the core of this rhetorical frontier were the natural

rights and expediency arguments which gave women a new and rightful location in the
public realm

womens rights advocates elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony

provide examples of how feminist rhetoric freed many women from the fetters of a
frontier less life by examining the extremely oppressive conditions northeastern

american women faced in the nineteenth century and studying the writings and speeches

of stanton and anthony as well as other activists the following chapter will prove that
an absence of a geographical frontier led to a feminist consciousness and the creation of

rhetorical frontiers for women

womens oppressive conditions
women living without a geographical frontier faced highly limiting emotional
social and political conditions A vanishing frontier caused a comans
womans sphere to become
solely a domestic one ellen dubois in her book feminism and suffrage explains that
before the industrial boom the source

working together for their survival

of production was the home with men and women

with the growth of industrial capitalism

says

7nineteenth
nineteenth century american women were not the first to use rhetoric to argue for their rights but these
women were the first to organize a mass movement and to take their arguments to the courts and to the
government to enact real change
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dubois production began to move outside the home
sphere remained within the family

16

yet a womans
comans place her

because money became the means of

measuring the value of work domestic chores originally vital to the subsistence of the
family and the entire community became less socially important womens work inside

the home gradually was considered inferior to mens work outside the home for men
were the ones actually making money this division of labor contributed to the overall
degradation of women in the nineteenth century A geographical frontier created a
necessity for women to expand themselves and be a part of the community with that
frontier rapidly moving westward the need for women to participate in the community
decreased and the economic and social value of women dwindled edward A ross a

pioneering american sociologist explained the dwindling of a womans
comans economic and
social value highlighting the shift not only in the economics of the home but also in the
relationships between men and women and the subsequent psychological damage that

occurred as a result of men supporting their wives in 1922 he wrote of his firsthand
first hand
experience with the disappearance of a frontier explaining the time he spent living with

an aunt and uncle in a log cabin

he observed the respect and the economic importance

that his aunt enjoyed
in those days nothing was heard as to the economic dependence of the wife of
her being supported my aunt busy in and about the house was as strong a prop
fam ilys prosperity as my uncle afield with his team uncle knew it and
of the familys

what is more aunt
4untl knew he knew it gradually however a silent revolution has
taken place in the lot of the home staying woman

in the well to do home

the wife has lost her economic footing apart from motherhood her role is chiefly
ornamental and

it is more and more often the case that the husband

13
1311
0013
130
130131
supports his wife 13

the disappearance of a frontier was not merely an economic change
in the dynamics

but it was a change

of the home and the family women were no longer equal partners in the
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processes of life As

ross observed the absence of a frontier took away womens dignity

and independence restricting their sphere and creating a need for change

if not a

change in geographical location then a change in ideology

not only were womens domestic lives restricted and devalued but their legal
lives were grossly limited as well because a lack of frontier conditions caused a
decrease in womens value women were often treated as property rather than as human

beings for example a nineteenth century american married woman living in the east
for all intents and purposes did not legally exist as a human being in 1860 david dudley

womans legal rights a married woman
field a well respected jurist summarized a comans
cannot sue for her services as all she earns legally belongs to the husband whereas his
earnings belong to himself and the wife legally has no interest in them where children

qtd in tyler 77
have property and both parents are living the father is the guardian itd

these legal restrictions were just a small part of the degradations women in the
industrialized united states faced

not only was a married womans
comans property denied her but ownership and
protection of her own body were denied her as well As late as 1850 wife beating with a
reasonable instrument was legal in almost every state itd
qtd in tyler 77 alice felt

tyler author of the rights of women explains that for more than fifty years women
were legally considered perpetual minors if unmarried the wards of male relatives if

married part of their husbands chattels

77

these violations of a womans
comans basic

rights became increasingly unbearable for women

in addition to limited legal rights women also enjoyed few political and public
rights gone was the need for a woman to take over the family business or to start her
own venture gone was her freedom to shoot a gun to work in the field beside her
husband and to make a name for herself within her community gone was the chance for
a diversity of activities both inside and outside of the home gone was that equality

between the sexes as men and women
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had faced together the hardships and loneliness of the wilderness where there had been
no pedestal upon which women could be placed and few circumstances in which
masculine superiority could be demonstrated

tyler 76 because these crucial elements

of a geographical frontier were absent women rebelled and attempted to change society
through rhetoric

in other words to create a symbolic frontier where change could be

called for and brought about these women sought after what frederick jackson turner
explained as a new field of opportunity a gate of escape from the bondage of the past

and freshness and confidence and scorn of older society impatience of its restraints and
its ideas and indifference to its lessons

59 though they could not transform their

civilized landscape women could transcend it through rhetoric

rhetorical frontiers
stantons
antons 1851 statement in favor of equality of the sexes reveals
elizabeth cady St
stanions
the transcendent ability of rhetoric

many people consider

the status of a woman a

very small matter but it is the symbol of the most cursed monopoly on this footstool a
monopoly by man of all rights the life liberty and happiness of one half of the human
family

qtd in campbell 74
all womankind itd

St
stantons
antons voice provided the spark which
stanions

set america on fire with a new feminist rhetoric her voice is a clear cry for a redefined
space for women in politics the work force and the home stanton had witnessed

womens political economic and social oppression first hand for she lived in new york
suffrage
interestingly most of the women who led the suffi
rage movement were from eastern
states where industrialization and civilization had replaced an agricultural frontier
patterns
terns of nineteenth centuryfeminism
tatterns
environment in his article titled gat
CenturyFeminism4 robert E
Tat
centuryfeminisn

riegel studies the characteristics that early feminist activists had in common and among
those characteristics are their geographic location in the northeastern states their urban
rather than rural orientation their prosperous middle class roots and their families
attitudes toward sex and marriage

of this attitude riegel writes that

in each case

excessively rapid child
bearing by their mothers left an indelible impression on
childbearing
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them

97

it is no coincidence that the pioneering feminists were almost exclusively

in a civilized setting and in that setting they witnessed the oppression of women firsthand in such a setting women had to first conquer to frontier of public speaking
second use a natural rights argument to assert themselves as human beings and third use
an expediency argument to claim their unique authority in the public sphere

public speaking

the first frontier

in addition to the lack of legal political and basic human rights one of the most
vicious restrictions that stanton and anthony witnessed was the rule against womens
public speaking which had deep roots in history philosophy and religion indeed public
speaking was seen as a mans venture not a comans
wo mans and early womens rights
womans
advocates had to overcome the societal notion that women were intended for silence

in

her book man cannot speakfor
speak for her karlyn campbell explains that those women who
dared to venture into the public realm were said to have lost their purity and their piety
and speaking in front of an audience was thought to masculinize women campbell

points out that

nineteenth century feminists were a group virtually unique in rhetorical

history because a central element in comans
womans oppression was the denial of her right to
speak

9

citing a few examples

of a womans
comans silent role throughout history in the

odyssey for example telemachus scolds his mother penelope and tells her public

speech shall be mens concern in the politics aristotle approvingly quotes the words
silence is a womans
comans glory and the epistles of paul enjoin women to keep silent

1

these examples justified the silencing of women because they infused womens
subservient roles with intellectual historical and biblical merit

not only were women fighting against historical and biblical prejudice but they
were also fighting against an ignorance based on biology campbell explains that because
women were smaller than men most people believed that their brains were smaller and
they were therefore less intelligent than their male counterparts As small delicate
creatures women were also seen as having fragile nerves and an inability to tolerate the
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tension of politics or the marketplace

11

thus a misunderstanding of biology led to a

discrimination against women A new emphasis on science and darwinian theories of

natural selection and survival of the fittest contributed to this view of women as
biologically inferior to men men were considered more fit for public environments

women more fit for the home biological historical and biblical stumbling blocks
presented women with an almost impossible rhetorical task
simultaneously complicating and enabling that task was the image of a woman as
the angel in the home in the mid nineteenth century the theory that women were morally
superior to men began to flourish in american society because a womans
comans sphere was

restricted to the home many believed that she remained unsoiled by the corruption of the
outside world women became the moral compass of society yet they were ironically

restricted from public activity they existed in the space between inferiority to men and
closeness to the angels in order to help women navigate this strange and contradiction
defined
defmed image of the lady was disseminated to women
laden location a strictly deemed

through magazines handbooks and what can be called parlor
barlor
tarlor rhetorics

according to

nan johnson which clearly restricted womens rhetorical activity to the home these
rhetorics taught women the niceties of letter writing entertaining and child
childrearing
rearing

one example of such a publication was mrs LG abells woman in her various
relations containing practical rulesfor4merican
rules jor
for american females in her introduction abell
explains her purpose

the present volume is offered to the public dedicated to american females we
are living when the allotments and responsibilities of woman in her own

appropriate sphere should be brought before the mind in their true weight and
importance we need this that the education shall be better adapted to her wants
and conditions and that she may be satisfied there need nothing be added to

magnify elevate or extend her duties itd
qtd in johnson 89

this introduction reveals the common nineteenth century desire to limit a womans
comans
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sphere to the home providing women with conduct manuals was merely an attempt to

placate their needs for education and a distinctive rhetoric

nan johnson author of gender and rhetorical space in in4merican
american life which
interprets dozens of such conduct manuals says the mrs abells who produced volumes
and volumes of conduct literature throughout the century made this promise to american

women again and again keep to your place and you will be great there

89 Indeed
89indeed

when women called for a rhetorical frontier and an extended location for their work they
were answered with that promise

and somewhere between the chapters on the mouth

qtd in johnson
the nails the hair the eyes the skin itd

889 fell

a reinforcement of the

qtd in
idea that a true lady shows the consciousness of her dependence on man itd

sinclair 67 and never strays from her place as his inferior with dozens of parlor
rhetorics manipulating women into a complacency about their limited domestic sphere
feminists faced a seemingly insurmountable rhetorical obstacle

these examples of the silencing and the rhetorical oppression of women reveal
that the rhetoric of the womens rights movement truly was a frontier nineteenth century
feminist rhetoric was a frontier because it provided women with a location to occupy that
was outside of the home because it placed them in front of a crowd at the forefront in

the courts and even on the floor of the congress it was the antithesis of the rhetoric of
domesticity in that it justified womens participation in public ventures

in order to participate in public ventures however women had to take on causes
that were somewhat remote from their own circumstances and rights abolitionism
though controversial was a somewhat safe political arena for women women were able
to get involved in such public activism on the premise that as the great moral compasses

of their families they had a mandate to improve society and thus protect their families
from corruption historian daniel scott smith tells us that womens larger arena of
activity was not so much an alternative to the woman as wife and mother as an extension
qtd in kleinberg 92 A woman could get
of the progress made within the family itself itd
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involved in abolitionism only if it was for the purpose of improving society and in turn
improving her familys
fam ilys condition by joining abolitionist movements women were able

to acquaint themselves with the inner workings of politics and public speaking many
women were employed by william lloyd garrison as lecturers for abolitionism and thus
were able to secure a place before a crowd

women did not stop at abolition however and their next step was to appropriate
anti slavery and use these appeals to argue for their own
the language and issues of antislavery
freedom though not every woman who involved herself with abolitionism became a
anti slavery movement asserts eleanor flexner
feminist among those women to join the antislavery

were the first conscious feminists who would go to school in the struggle to free the
slaves and in the process launch their own fight for equality

41

in fact it was the

abolitionist movement that first attracted elizabeth cady stanton to the political arena

the documentary not for ourselves alone

St antons attendance at an
explains that stantons
stanions

international abolitionist convention in london provided the spark for the first womens

rights convention at seneca falls

at the abolitionist meeting the women were asked to

keep silent and sit separately from the men A debate ensued and stanton promised her
friend lucretia mott that they would hold a womens rights convention in response to

the oppression they experienced in london abolitionism then was not the cause of the

womens rights movement but rather it was an entrance into public and political life for
women upon entering this new life women could expand their arguments to rally for

their own rights though there are exceptions to this rule SJ kleinberg author of
women in the united states 1830
1945 asserts that numerous women became
18301945
politically aware as a result of their participation in this great movement

93

political

awareness enabled women to justify their public speaking and create a frontier of rhetoric
for themselves

feminism was truly a dramatically new frontier for women in the nineteenth
century abolitionism gave women a chance to fight in a political and social battle when
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the battle turned to womens rights however female activists hit a national nerve and
even their allies were skeptical women themselves were full
fuli of trepidation and many
fall

them believed they were not capable of leading such a movement
breaking seneca falls convention

of

at the ground

of 1848 neither elizabeth cady stanton nor lucretia

mott felt qualified to conduct the meeting they finally agreed to have motts husband
take charge of the proceedings abigail bush when speaking at a convention in

rochester in 1848 was asked to speak louder she responded

friends we present

ourselves here before you as an oppressed class with trembling frames and faltering

tongues and we do not expect to be able to speak to be heard by all at first but we trust
we shall have the sympathy

now in the infancy

of the audience and that you will bear with our weakness

qtd
of our movement itd

in dubois 25

women themselves had to

overcome the cultural preconceptions that they were attempting to overthrow despite

their firm convictions that their cause was just these rhetorical pioneers had to overcome
their fear of societal deviation

natural rights argument A public foothold
slowly these women did overcome their timidity A crucial foundation for their
growing strength was the seneca falls convention of 1848 at which elizabeth cady

stanton presented a declaration of sentiments and twelve resolutions for the
improvement of womens conditions

her presentation stands as a powerful assertion of

womens natural rights as human beings and marks the official beginning of womens
argument for their equality with men

definitely feeling the pressure to adhere to general public opinions and beliefs
elizabeth cady stanton couched her declaration of sentiments in the language of the
count rys declaration of independence because stanton appropriated the terminology of
countrys
the nations most honored document her argument was infused with authority she knew

that her audience would respond to the familiar language and ideals of the declaration
and that her arguments would be more palatable in that familiar format

alice felt tyler
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explains that stanton replaced king george with man in her declaration and quotes
St
antons assertion that man
stantons
stanions

wo mans confidence in
has endeavored in every way that he could to destroy comans
womans
her own powers to lessen her self respect and to make her willing to lead a
dependent and abject life

in view of all these injustices those aggrieved

oppressed and fraudulently deprived of their most sacred rights asked immediate
admission to all the rights and privileges pertaining to citizens of united states
and called upon women everywhere to organize to petition to employ agents to

circulate tracts and to hold conventions 80

hearing the language of the nations declaration of independence reinterpreted on behalf

of women awakened the audience to the injustice of excluding half the population from
the rights of citizenship karlyn campbell explains the genius of using the declaration of
independence as a model writing that no document provides a better formal blueprint

for articulating an ideological manifesto to americans because it links social change to
patriotism and to the ideas underlying the constitution of the united states
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through this declaration of sentiments elizabeth cady stanton seized the natural rights
argument as used by the founding fathers and applied it to womens circumstances thus
creating a rhetorical frontier by taking an old argument and reinterpreting it in a new
light

after securing the sympathy of her audience with her declaration and making the
natural rights argument a comans
womans claim stanton presented twelve resolutions for a vote

the first eleven resolutions

passed rather easily for they dealt with a womans
comans rights as a

mother and the ideals of common decency and human rights but the last resolution
demand for suffrage

was difficult for the audience to accept

the

not for ourselves

alone describes just how outrageous it was considered to be to demand suffrage for
women after standing up and nervously demanding that a married woman be allowed to

own property and be granted some custody of her children stanton demanded the right to
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vote for all women

this demand for suffrage caused a great hush to come over the

crowd shock and awe filled the room people did not think women were smart enough or
competent enough to vote they believed that a comans
womans right to vote came through her
husband and that it was sufficient that he alone have suffrage william lloyd garrison
St
antons thought the demand was almost comical lucretia
stanions
a great reformer and ally of
ofstantons
stantons

suffrage
mott worried that the demand for sum
suf would make the convention into a circus
flage
St antons own husband was skeptical of her bold request but elizabeth remained true to

her conviction and after frederick douglas stood and supported her the resolution for
female suffrage passed by a small majority

the declaration of sentiments was laid

before the audience and many men and women signed their names

however many of those who signed the declaration at the seneca falls
convention withdrew their names when the storm of ridicule broke

tyler 811 one

reason for their inability to remain committed to the female rights cause was their fear of
deviation from social customs in nineteenth century america women in general had
become indoctrinated with a fear of deviating from the norm beginning with anne

hutchinson in early american history stereotypical images of deviant women increased
in abundance and they came in many forms

the witch the bitch the de sexed female

womank
the castrating woman7
lorf lerner
babylon
woman the heretic and the whore of Baby
lemer xxxv

the threat

of being perceived as a woman who did not align herself with the traditional roles of wife
and mother kept many women chained to misogynist ideology american women in long

established states were horrified at the thought of societal deviation because a
geographical frontier whereon women had a chance to deviate from society and create a
good reputation through their uniqueness did not exist in the civilized east womens
place was well defined and it was thought a sacrilege for her to remove herself from the
role of wife and mother

thus eastern women were limited

as to what causes they took

on and how they argued for those causes

tage movement frances wright provided women with an
suffrage
decades before the suft
suff
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example of what might happen to a socially deviant female

not only did she pave the

way she also set many stumbling blocks on the paths of these women for her radicalism
which included controversial views on marriage and divorce as well as her risque
uniform of bloomers created a lasting social suspicion of a powerful and freethinking
free thinking
woman A rad
radical
icar woman who battled for free education political rights for workers
and womens rights fanny was dubbed the whore of Baby
babylon
lorf clinton 66

fanny

wrights speaking career was cut short in 1830 as she realized that her social deviation
had made her ineffective women attempting to gain any kind of public footing had to
face these same kind of obstacles womens rights activists were stigmatized as morally
corrupt social deviants unless they could couch their rhetoric in terms that were pleasing
to society

despite the pleasing terms of the declaration of sentiments the success of the
seneca falls convention and St
stantons
antons brilliant use of a natural rights claim women
stanions
suffragists faced bitter opposition

to match the small organizations of women rallying

for the vote antisuffrage
anti suffrage groups emerged men and women alike fought female suffrage
vehemently interestingly these groups of anti suffragists were often sponsored by
breweries and southern slave holders who feared that with womens increased public
influence would come their own economic ruin eleanor flexner explains that the sources
anti suffragist sentiments varied geographically in the south the source of sentiment
of antisuffragist
lay in fear of the negro vote

in the middle west much of the opposition stemmed

from the brewing interests in the east from industrial and business sources

295 in any

case the groups of men and women who opposed womens rights took advantage of
socie
societys
tys suspicion of a strong woman in order to ridicule and frighten the suffragists
sul1ragists into

relenting

no matter how convincing their arguments were the early suffragists still faced

the tremendous challenge of overcoming social prejudices

yet they faced the challenge from a solid rhetorical foundation for the natural
rights argument introduced at the seneca falls convention gave women the basis for
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their suffrage campaign

the natural rights argument asserted that because of their shared

humanity women should have the same rights as men karlyn campbell provides an apt
parsonhood
personhood of
description of the natural rights philosophy saying that it affirmed the personhood
women and their right to all the civil and political privileges of citizenship it was a
demand for rights affirming that at least in law and politics there were no differences

between the sexes

14

natural rights may have sprung from some of the abolitionist

arguments which professed that slaves are human beings and therefore should have the
rights guaranteed to american citizens in the constitution womens appropriation of this
rhetoric provided a frontier for them because it helped them argue for their rights in a

public setting

susan B anthony occupied a frontier of rhetoric when she used a natural rights
argument to justify her attempt to vote in 1872 knowing that if she could get her cause
in the courts she might be able to overthrow the laws preventing women from voting

anthony boldly placed herself in the courtroom frontier on november fifth she
attempted to register to vote thirteen days later she was arrested and pled not guilty she
immediately began a lecture tour of the area where her trial was to be held rallying for
sympathy for the womans
comans plight when the day of her trial came the judge after telling
the jury to find anthony guilty no matter what she said asked her if she had anything to
say for herself anthony had not been allowed to represent herself or testify in her trial

for women were deemed incompetent to engage in such activities but she was still able
to give what karlyn campbell calls a persuasive masterpiece

108

to night under indictment for the
friends and fellow citizens 1I stand before you tonight
alleged crime of having voted at the last presidential election without having a
lawful right to vote it shall be my work this evening to prove to you that in thus
voting 1I not only committed no crime but instead simply exercised my citizens

right guaranteed to me and all united states citizens by the national
qtd in campbell 108
constitution beyond the power of any state to deny itd
10899
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calling upon her right as a citizen and human being living in america anthony argued
that it was her constitutional right to vote and that she had violated no law in fact she
suffrage
age that was incorrect and in direct
argued that it was the law against womens suffi
opposition to the constitution campbell explains that anthonys plea for justice was a
fold natural rights argument the three principles being that persons have rights as
three
threefold

persons rights are not conferred upon them by governments that government is a
compact to protect citizens rights and that all government rests on the consent of the
governed expressed through the franchise

rights were not new

8Q

109 although these concepts

of natural

they still provided women with a rhetorical frontier because they

allowed anthony to argue in the courts this was one of the first moments that a woman
used natural rights arguments to change the law

though anthony was found guilty of voting illegally and was fined one hundred
dollars the rhetorical victory was hers for she had been able to highlight the legal side of
the womens suffrage movement and attack the interpretation of the fifteenth

amendment in a courtroom she also sparked a series of other womens attempts to
register all over the country for the first time a woman was able to stand trial for
attempting to vote and speak about the illegality of denying a citizen of the country the

right to exercise the franchise

at the time anthony gave this speech

the fifteenth amendment to the

constitution which enfranchised former slaves but also was the first instance that the

word male was specifically used in the constitution had been ratified female
suffragists had been outraged and had petitioned for the word male to be taken out of
the amendment but they were told that this was the negros hour and that their own
enfranchisement was not as important as the black mans anthony standing before a
Q

amary
8mary
mary wollstonecraft
Woll stonecraft used similar arguments in her A vindication ofthe
of the rights of women and these are
odthe
the principles upon which the government of the united states were founded they can be traced back to
rousseaux
rousseaus
Rousse
aus idea of the noble savage
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jury in 1872 discussed the fifteenth amendment and made an argument that the
language

of this amendment actually gave the vote to women in one of her most famous

quotes anthony said

but if you will insist that the fifteenth amendments emphatic interdiction against
robbing united states citizens of the right to vote on account

previous condition of servitude

of race color or

is a recognition of the right either

of the united

states or any state to rob citizens of that right for any or all other reasons 1I will
prove to you that the class of citizens for which 1I now plead and to which 1I
belong may be and are by all the principles of our government and many laws
qtd in
of the states included under the term previous condition of servitude itd
112
campbeli
campbell
campbeu112

the daring claim that women had the same national identity as slaves led the opposition
to declare anthony a heretic yet she was attempting to create a new rhetorical frontier
for women by overthrowing a law which made women nonexistent
non existent in politics anthony
may have frightened the judge and jury a little that day as she defiantly refused to pay
the fine for no attempt was ever made to collect the hundred dollars she was charged

anthonys use of the natural rights argument laid the foundation for other women to take
their voices to the courts anthonys courtroom battle brought the suffrage issue onto new
ground in front of a national audience

another arena in which natural rights flourished was philosophy in her famous
speech

the solitude of self elizabeth cady stanton brought the natural rights

argument into a philosophical realm creating another rhetorical frontier for women

stanton read her speech in a congressional committee meeting on january 18 1890 and
also in front of the national american woman suffrage association as a farewell speech

before her retirement in this address which aileen kraditor explains may be considered
the epitome of the natural right argument for woman suffi
suffrage
rage

ideology 85

stanton

addressed the challenges women faced in standing up for themselves and argued that
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women must be granted equal rights because of their position as human beings solely
responsible for their own lives in the speech stanton illustrated the degraded position of
Shake speares titus andronicus and calling
women by referring to the kings daughter in shakespeares

the play a terrible satire on womens position in the
rude men

91h
119th

century for in the play

seized the king s daughter cut out her tongue cut off her hands

and then bade her to go call for water and wash her hands what a picture of

comans
womans position robbed of her natural rights handicapped by law and custom
at every turn yet compelled to fight her own battles and in the emergency

of life

qtd in campbell 138
to fall back on herself for protection itd
St
antons allusion to titus andronicus created a vivid image of womens inability to
stantons
stanions

enjoy freedom of thought and action stanton also highlighted the importance of a

womans
comans independence explaining that laws and customs have kept women from true
autonomy despite the fact that they are still in the end responsible for their own lives

the autonomy stanton asked for is reminiscent of the autonomy created by a
geographical frontier for in such a wild setting independence means survival

reinforcing her belief in independence and the individuality of human beings
stanton challenged the societal misconception that women are entirely dependent upon
men explaining that
whatever the theories may be of comans
womans dependence on man in the supreme
moments of her life he cannot bear her burdens alone she goes to the gates of
death to give life to every man that is bom
born into the world no one can share her
fears no one can mitigate her pangs and if her sorrow is greater than she can

bear alone she passes beyond the gates into the vast unknown itd
qtd in campbell
138

St
stantons
antons claim that individuals are singly responsible for their own happiness and their
stanions

own existence refuted the misconception that women were inferior to men As human
cial
claim
beings women had the same responsibilities and needs as men by making this clai
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stanton points out the irony and the injustice in refusing rights to women

if women had

the same basic needs and the same responsibilities as men then why should they not have
access to the same resources for fulfilling them A frontier existence provided women
with the same resources as men but because that frontier was missing stanton attempted
to create a rhetorical frontier through her plea for an almost sacred autonomy

the

of domesticity had women revering their dependence on men as sacred but

rhetoric

St
stantons
antons rhetoric of the solitude of self reverses this idea explaining that a woman is
stanions

ultimately the only one who can determine her own destiny

to impede her ability to

womans most sacred right
control her own destiny is to tamper with a comans
in fact stanton actually used a geographical frontier as a symbol for where
women should stand in american society after making the argument for womens

then describes the outrage of denying women the chance to
stantonthen
individuality stanton
navigate and survive her own life

in discussing the rights of woman we are to consider first what belongs to her as
an individual in a world of her own the arbiter of her own destiny and imaginary

robinson crusoe with her woman friday on a solitary island her rights under
such circumstances are to use all of her faculties for her own safety and
happiness

to throw obstacles in the way of a complete education is like

putting out the eyes to deny the rights of property like cutting off the hands itd
qtd
in kraditor ideology 85

the

image of a geographical frontier

the solitary island whereon a woman must depend

upon her own eyes and hands for her survival and where she is the sole keeper of her
own destiny

transforms a woman in the minds of the audience stanton redefined

womens roles and responsibilities as primarily concerned with their own happiness and
survival

this was an entirely new argument for a woman to make because it made

womens roles as wives and mothers secondary in the construction of their identities by
redefining women in this way stanton provided them with a rhetorical frontier a new
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understanding of themselves and a new language with which to argue for their rights

stanton enabled women to develop faculties for their own survival not just for the
education or moral persuasion of their children

these faculties stanton argued had been grossly underdeveloped in the civilized
lady in describing the kinds of faculties that women should be allowed to develop

stanton seemed to ask for a geographical frontier she asked that society allow women to
be

guided by their own conscience and judgment trained to self protection by a
healthy development of the muscular system and skill in the use of weapons of
defense and stimulated to self support by a knowledge of the business world and
the pleasure that pecuniary independence must ever give when women are
trained in this way they will in a measure be fitted for those hours of solitude that
qtd in campbell 140
come alike to all whether prepared or otherwise itd

the circumstances that stanton asked for parallel those circumstances that a geographical
frontier created

an ability to shoot a gun

to start a business to be self guided in order to

carve out an existence are requirements that frontier life demands take away that
frontier existence and a woman is powerless to face the trials of life that she must endure
alone throughout this speech stanton used a natural rights argument to give a
philosophical foundation to the womens suffrage movement and to create a rhetorical
frontier for women

this frontier gave women the freedom to ask for their own rights

because they needed them as individuals not as mothers and wives it provided them
with a new interpretation of a comans
womans identity and responsibility as separate and distinct
from her husband and children

stantons
antons career as a
stanions
the speech acts as a capstone for St

womens rights activist as well as for the natural rights argument itself with her
retirement came a withdrawal of the more radical womens rights arguments and the
natural rights claim became secondary to the expediency claim
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expediency argument complicating the rhetoric

the expediency argument had become increasingly popular among female
suffiragists since the ratification of the fifteenth amendment which marked the end of
suffragists

male leadership and assistance with the womens rights movement with the ratification

of the fifteenth amendment former allies like william garrison and frederick douglass
set aside the cause of female suffrage because they felt that their task had been

St antons vehement fight against the
completed the black man had the vote anthony and stantons
stanions
word male in the amendment increased the rift between themselves and their male
abolitionist friends and eventually these former supporters abandoned the female suffrage
cause

this abandonment encouraged stanton and anthony to adopt an argument that

reinforced the idea of woman as a moral being as a creature with a greater capacity for
goodness than her male counterparts most importantly this rift created an independent
spirit among suffragists that empowered their arguments women ran the suffrage

movement entirely on their own from that time on in her history of the woman
suffrage stanton explains the eventual empowering effect that the break from male
leadership had on women

our liberal men counseled us to silence

and threatened if we were not we

might fight the battle alone we chose the latter and were defeated but standing
alone we learned our power

we would point for the young women of the

coming generation the moral of our experiences that woman must lead the way
to her own enfranchisement and work out her own salvation with a hopeful
courage and determination that knows no fear nor trembling itd
qtd in dubois 103

new found independence and courage took the form of a female centered
this newfound
expediency argument which gave women a greater mandate to vote and participate in
public for the benefit of society

the expediency argument

claimed that women had a greater capacity for good

than men and thus women should be given the vote to improve society rather than
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attempting to argue for their sameness suffragists instead highlighted the difference of

women from men lucy lind hogan explains that the women who used this appeal
relied frequently on discussions about womanhood the importance of women in the care
and nurturing of children and supported the cultural construction of mens and womens
separate spheres

215

not only did the expediency argument spring from an

independence from male leadership but it also was a rhetorical attempt to assuage the
accusations that women who argued for their rights were de feminizing themselves

karlyn campbell explains that women who claimed their rights were seen as selfish as

mee
wanting to abandon their traditional womanly roles to enter the sphere of mew
men 15
expediency gave women a chance to argue for their rights from a decidedly feminine
standpoint taking advantage of societal conceptions that women were close to angels

and a woman who voted according to the expediency argument was performing a
selfless task and attempting to help others

this argument was yet another rhetorical

frontier for women and was advantageous to their cause for it appealed to the more
conservative audiences who could not believe that men and women were the same and
who operated under the societal assumptions that women who asked for their own rights

were unfeminine it also empowered the women who participated in the suffrage
movement convincing them that they did not need male sanction for their fight

one outward expression of the expediency argument was the suffragist
suffiagist
suffi agist periodical
the revolution founded with financial backing from george francis train a democrat
financier the revolution became a means of discovering and celebrating a rich feminist

history

the periodical

was edited and controlled entirely by women and this control

allowed women to applaud their differences from men to glory in them to reinforce

them stanton exclaimed that in the revolution not only the ballot but bread and babies
qtd in dubois 104 As the title illustrates the revolution promised
will be discussed itd
to discuss and change every aspect of womens lives

one woman who exemplifies the expediency argument is ernestine potowski
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rose who spoke at an 1851 convention paulina wright davis a member ofpotowski
potowski
of

roses audience

declared that her speech has never been surpassed itd
qtd in campbell

64 in her speech potowski rose coupled a natural rights argument with an argument

from expediency

yes in addition to the principle of right this is one of the reasons

drawn from expediency why woman should participate in all the important duties of life
for with all due respect to the other sex she is the truer civilizer

campbell 64

qtd in
man itd
of manz

this claim empowers women because of their difference not because of

their sameness with men her audience reacted positively because she did not attempt to
deny the difference between the sexes but instead celebrated those differences
explaining that women are superior

potowski

rose continued with her expediency claim explaining that any

weaknesses women had resulted from their oppressive relationships with men

this claim

reinforces the image of a woman as a morally superior being and places blame on men
for any fault in woman

do you not yet understand what has made woman what she is then see what the
sickly taste and perverted judgment of man now adm
ires in woman
admires

not physical

and mental vigor but a pale delicate face hands too small to grasp a broom

a

voice so sentimental and depressed that what she says can be learned only by the
moving of her half parted lips and above all that nervous sensibility which sees a
ghost in every passing shadow that beautiful
beauti fril diffidence which dares not take a
step without the protecting arm of man to support her tender frame and that
shrinking mock modesty that faints at the mention of a leg

qtd in
of a table itd

campbell 65
potowski rose highlights the most negative characteristics of the nineteenth century
lady in order to reveal men as fickle tyrants who have turned women into the most

wretched of creatures she exclaims that women must be allowed to be women not the
fainting pale objects that men have constructed and that women must be allowed to
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forum as the morally superior beings that they naturally are
participate in the public romm

this

argument provided women with a new kind of rhetorical frontier because it enabled them
to claim that true womanhood had been perverted by men and that women were only

bad kept them in a degraded state through rules and
viewed as inferior because men had
restrictions though this was not the first time such a claim had been made

9

it was the

first time that the claim was reinforced with legal action and attempts to dramatically
change society it was also strategically wise because it recognized the differences
between men and women

although the expediency argument provided a rhetorical frontier for a greater
number of women it was laden with contradictions and complexities because it often
followed a natural rights appeal in suffragist speeches expediency attempted to define
the members of the group while the natural rights appeal attempted to define the goals of
the group but each argument was based on an entirely different philosophy though
these appeals contradict each other they were often used in the same discourse campbell
explains that on the one hand they argued from natural rights demanded personhood
parsonhood
personhood
and claimed irrelevance

of gender based roles to laws and social structures on the other

hand they also affirmed to greater or lesser degrees the natural differences between men
and women and the superiority of
ofwomanly traits
womanly

qtd in hogan 215 thus
itd

anti suffrage attacks though it did make feminist
expediency was not the best answer to antisuffrage

arguments more palatable to a conservative audience and it did bring more women to the
cause of suffrage because it adhered to traditional views of womens roles but as more

women joined the cause of suffrage tension grew in the national american womens
Suffi
suffirage
rage
suffrage

association NAWSA and tension arose within the rhetoric of the womens

rights movement

elizabeth cady stanton exemplified this tension in a speech she gave on divorce
9

mary Woll
stonecraft made a similar argument for women in A vindication ofthe
wollstonecraft
of the rights of women
odthe
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laws at the 1860 womens rights convention in her speech she rejected the religious
ideals

of marriage

as being sacred and

god ordained and argued that marriage laws and

customs take away the dignity of women robbing them of their natural rights but

stanton softened her extremely controversial claim with an expediency argument that
celebrated comans
womans role as a mother and she argued the most vehemently for womens
moral superiority over men concluding her speech with the declaration

if in marriage

either party claims the right to stand supreme to woman the mother of the race belongs
the scepter and the crown

her life is one long sacrifice for man

pour out our hearts blood and die
new and more glorious resurrection

for you we gladly

knowing that from our suffering comes forth a
qtd
of thought and life itd

in campbell 75

while she argues for a more liberal approach to marriage stanton still adheres to the
societal rules about the roles of men and women in fact she uses those rules to make an
emotional appeal in favor of the superiority of women creating an image of woman as a
sacrificing christ figure whose own suffering brings life to others women often used

natural rights as an appeal to reason or logic but their most impassioned pleas came in
the form of expediency claims which interpreted their rhetorical location in public life on
an emotional level

the expediency argument then enabled women to claim their

motherhood and assert authority over men because of that role in this way it provided
women with a rhetoric that both redefined and empowered women as wives and mothers
St
elizabeth cady stantons
antons most obvious attempt to redefine and empower mothers
stanions

comans bible in which she attempted to rewrite
and wives was her controversial book womans
the bible from a feminist point of view

her claims

in the book reveal the tension between

the natural rights and expediency arguments as well as the impossibility
suffiragists
suffragists favor

of winning anti

womans bible stanton explained that women must nurture
in her comans

themselves first so that they can be better nurturers
wo mans first duty is to
rs she wrote comans
womans
nurture

herself to develop all her own power and possibilities that she may better guide and
serve the next generation7 itd
qtd in camhi
canihi
cabihi 67 though stanton recognized the
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conservative role

of women as mothers her call for a woman to first nurture herself

garnered much criticism from anti suffragists
suffiragists the strongest of whom were women accused feminism and
antl
anti suffragists

particularly cady stanton of being concerned with the good of the individual rather than
the entire good of the race

for them neither the natural rights nor the expediency

arguments could prove that women needed a place in the public sphere these women
reacted to the expediency appeal with accusations of selfishness and dreaded
individualism in fact most anti suffragists viewed selfishness as the motto of the
feminist movement using cady St
stantons
antons declaration that a woman must put herself first
stanions
as proof

anti suffragist volume two
the antisuffragist

responded directly to St antons domans

bible asking what sort of next generation would evolve if all women considered their
first duty to be to themselves and overlooked the fact that their strongest power and

highest possibility is that of unselfish
67

and often unnoticed

service itd
qtd in camhi

in her adherence to the sanctity and importance of mothers elizabeth cady stanton

was accused of selfishness and glory lust A coupling of natural rights and expediency
often resulted in this kind of fierce opposition

often misconstrued as presumptuous and arrogant the argument from expediency
sometimes alienated audiences and muddled the goals of the feminist movement in
suffrage arguments on womens higher calling as
antisuffrage
some cases those who based their anti

mothers felt that their own argument had been twisted and used against them when they
listened to an expediency plea antisuffrage
anti suffrage leader ida tarbell believed that women had
a moral obligation to improve society yet unlike elizabeth cady stanton and ernestine
potowski

rose tarbell believed that anything that leads woman

away from this

mission that leads her to aspire to intellectual professional or industrial equality with
man is to obscure her real and higher calling

to weaken her powers and to debase rather

than elevate her itd
qtd in camhi 167 for tarbell the very act of making womens rights
an issue was contradictory to the nature of womens moral superiority she did not
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believe that women needed a public frontier but instead believed that they should make
the best of their location in the home

just as the expediency argument enraged anti
antl suffixagists
suffragists it also caused turmoil
and contradiction within the womens rights movement because womens rights activists

used the natural rights and expediency arguments together their reasoning was often
slightly weak members of this movement found it difficult to be unified in purpose and
were often unable to agree on what issues were most important some were busy defining
women while others were busy defining the goals of their organization

this tension

eventually led to elizabeth cady St
stantons
antons expulsion from the leadership of the NAWSA
stanions
causing a rift that would never fully heal
As seemingly contradictory as the natural rights and expediency claims were

aileen S kraditor asserts when they were used together they enabled women to fight
for their cause she explains that the former built upon the latter and that the two forms

of appeal worked in unison for whatever cause women desired women even used the
same argument for a different purpose

some suffragists used the expediency argument

because social reform was their principle goal and suffrage the means other suffragists
used the same expediency argument because the link of woman suffrage to reform
seemed to be the best way to secure support for their principal goal the vote
6

ideas 45

the fact that even the same argument was used in different ways for different

purposes reveals how truly empowering womens rights rhetoric was

the rhetorical

frontiers created by stanton and anthony provided women with a cache of arguments

that they could draw on to enact change in politics in law and even in marriage

the

differences between the natural rights and expediency arguments have much to do with

the changing nation and the individual goals of the womens rights activists yet they
both attempt to place women on a rhetorical frontier a location in public life wherein
they can enact social change

carrie chapman catt explained womens deep and even unconscious desire for
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such a frontier existence when she said that she did not know what it was a right a

qtd in kraditor ideas 45
duty or a privilege but whatever it is the women want itity itd
indeed the natural rights and expediency arguments answered that desire by providing a
rhetorical frontier for women natural rights arguments helped women to justify their
place in public life particularly in the courts and it allowed them to redefine their roles
and priorities in a way that had not been possible before

the expediency argument

empowered women in their roles and also helped them to redefine those roles as superior
to those of men

the rhetoric that influenced

nineteenth century women in the

industrialized united states prior to the seneca falls convention was limiting
controlling even demeaning it was the rhetoric of domesticity of inferiority to men

elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony gave women access to rhetoric that was
freeing uplifting empowering in this way the rhetoric of the womens rights movement
was a new frontier for these women

conclusion

the limitations of rhetorical frontiers

though women like stanton and anthony were remarkably successful at creating
a rhetorical frontier for women in the nineteenth century their dreams of suffrage were

not fully realized until 1920 72 years after the first convention for womens rights why
did this enfranchisement come so late and when it did come why was it somewhat of a
shallow victory

scholars offer many answers to these questions most of them agree

that after elizabeth cady stanton died womens rights advocates adopted a much more
conservative philosophy because of this conservative attitude the womens rights
campaign became intellectually hollow and these women who stood on a rhetorical
frontier forged by predecessors susan B anthony and elizabeth cady stanton removed
themselves from their frontier attempting to integrate themselves into civilized society
again
suffiragists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries rejected the
indeed suffragists

rhetorical frontiers proposed and created by the earlier leaders william oneill explains
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that at the turn of the century hard core feminists having fully rejected their own
radical origins were
political matter

too respectable and too certain that womens rights was a simple

47 essentially the womens rights campaign became too narrowly

focused on suffrage as the only means of achieving its goals by the time women were

granted the vote the movement itself was nearly void of intellectual interest women
avoided difficult questions about marriage religion and family roles so often brought up
by elizabeth cady stanton

this oversimplification of the woman question placed

women back in their subordinate position and though they were granted the vote they
remained in that social position the womens rights issues still largely unsolved women
had the right to vote but the issues

of womens rights would continue to perplex the

nation

the nations east coast women struggled to find a frontier though they found
their rhetorical location through the natural rights and expediency arguments they were
still limited because they did not have the opportunities that a geographical frontier could

provide in chapter three 1I will discuss a group of women who had the best of both
worlds access to feminist rhetoric with a geographical frontier as a backdrop for their
arguments these women had much in common with the early colonists and yet their
freedom went beyond that of their colonial counterparts they were the mormon settlers

of utah though the rest of the nation believed that mormon women were nothing more
than sex slaves to their polygamous husbands their religious rhetorical and geographical
mormons more freedom than even the most radical eastern
locations actually gave cormons
feminists
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chapter three mormon womens relationship with frontiers
mormon women living in utah in the nineteenth century had many things in
common with their eastern counterparts yet their lives were more closely related to their
colonial predecessors As occupants of a geographical frontier mormon women enjoyed
a freedom that eastern women did not jill mulvay derr explains that in 1872 while

susan B anthony was being arrested in rochester new york for her attempt to register
and vote eliza R snow encouraged mormon women to cast their more easily secured

ballots
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not only did they enjoy suffrage but mormon women also had their own

publications charitable organizations businesses and even owned property valued at

95000 do you know eliza R snow asked some five or six thousand mormon
women in january of 1870

of any place on the face of the earth where woman has more

liberty and where she enjoys such high and glorious privileges as she does here as a

latter day saint

qtd in derr 76
itd

the privilege brought about by a geographical

frontier was reminiscent of colonial days and yet mormon women enjoyed a political
economic and social freedom that surpassed even their colonial predecessors because
they practiced the feminist rhetoric of their eastern counterparts and they also
participated in a radical religion which allowed for polygamous marriages

yet despite their political economic and social freedom mormon womens
stories still occupy only a tiny fraction of nineteenth century feminist rhetorical
1945
scholarship in her book women in the united states 1830
18301945

SJ kleinberg briefly

mentions mormon womens participation in social welfare but she reduces their societal
impact dismissing relief societies because they were part of the church structure rather
than challenges to the patriarchal hierarchy

85

many other scholars either spend no

time discussing mormon women as part of feminist history or they provide only
fragmented inconclusive slices of these womens lives

the slices of mormon womens

history are almost exclusively centered on plural marriage in the midst of new
scholarship on nineteenth century feminism the need to study mormon women more
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fully in their rhetorical and geographical context becomes apparent

the following

chapter fulfills this need by studying mormon women as occupants of a geographical a
rhetorical and a religious frontier ultimately proving that although most scholars
dismiss mormon women as nothing more than slaves of polygamous marriages these

women had greater political social and economic freedom than their eastern
counterparts and with such freedom and frontier relationships mormon women
considered foreigners by the rest of the country were more truly Amer
american
icae than their
sisters in new york
A geographical

frontier

A geographical frontier provided mormon women with an important separation
from the east both physically and symbolically because of the necessity a frontier
existence created it fostered a social economic and political independence in mormon
women allowing them the freedom to develop their own rhetoric and a separateness from
their eastern counterparts

though many factors separated mormon women from eastern suffragists one of
the most important factors was their location on a geographical frontier because the
frontier provided a complex situation in which mormon women experienced both more
freedom and more danger A geographical frontier was of course a problematic and
complicated locale for women it was certainly not easy nor even desirable for most of
the mormon women arriving in the salt

lake valley yet there was something about a

geographical frontier that gave women a sense of independence

an excerpt from eliza

marie partridge clymans
lymans journal describes the tension between the frontiers freeing
aspects and its harshness
is beautiful

we are now at our journeys end for the present the weather

the country barren and desolate

1I

do not think our enemies need envy us

qtd in godfrey godfrey and derr 248
this locality or ever come here to disturb us itd
indeed their location in such a barren land gave mormon women a sense of relief that
their religious persecution had come to an end and yet the sight of the salt lake valley
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so void

of civilization must also have filled these womens hearts with trepidation like

their colonial progenitors mormon women took that trepidation and turned it into a
determination to carve out an existence on the frontier creating in them a new identity

the frontier gave mormon women an opportunity to build a new society

which

sharply contrasted the task that eastern women faced indeed as mormon women fought
to build a new community eastern women fought to break down the established society

this difference empowered mormon women and made their experience more

free and

full of opportunity than that of eastern women though the frontier frightened mormon

women it also relieved them and protected them from the persecution that had driven

cormons as
these women to utah it also provided a buffer from a nation which viewed mormons
heretics indeed the frontier separated mormon women from the east not only because of
its distance but also because

of its harshness and ironically the frontier imbued

mormon women with a distinct americanness
Americ anness that many women living within the cult of

domesticity lacked

not only did the frontier provide a physical distance but it also

symbolized the

ideological distance between mormon women and their eastern counterparts As claudia

bushman points out the long trek west and the establishment of
zion in the mountain
ofzion
deserts cut mormon women off from their former lives forever

mormon sisters xv

these women had been raised in the east either in the united states or in europe they
were used to refined society they followed civilized rules and they lived in relative
prosperity when they came across the plains to the salt lake valley they left everything
but their religious convictions behind

they made an official break from society

embarking on a new life under completely different circumstances unlike their eastern
counterparts who attempted to change society while simultaneously trying to avoid too
much deviation mormon women renounced their civilized lives unafraid to deviate from
the norm frontier circumstances reinforced the break that mormon women had made

from society and gave these women a chance to develop an identity that set them apart
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from the rest of the country because of their frontier location mormon women could
rejoice in their ideological differences with the east despite the often trying
circumstances they faced

yet in the face of such trials mormon women flourished especially in the social
mormons were a strictly patriarchal society
realm in contrast to the common belief that cormons

mormon
monnon
mon
non women actually took charge of most community endeavors they had their own
newspapers their own organizations they became doctors gave each other spiritual
child rearing responsibilities indeed their sphere of
blessings and shared housework and childrearing

had to be because mormon women had a responsibility to
influence was large because it badio
hadio
build communities in a new land eliza R snow wrote of the necessity which forced

mormon women to take action in their community in her poem my own my

countrys
Count rys flag exclaiming that no spade nor plow had stirred the sleeping sod no
whit emans foot the turf had ever trodrtwas
trod
Twas all a waste lone desolate and drear the
whitemans
trodtwas
savage roamed

ed hereexiled
here Exiled from home a long and weary
chirruped
chirruper
the cricket chirrup

With meagre outfits
tread
treadwith
strife

breadrgrim faced necessity enforced a
scanty was our breadgrim

we battled with the elements for life itd
qtd in randall 78

they were free from

societal constraints and rules while eastern women struggled to obtain a public position
in society mormon women enjoyed a prominence in their community under these new
circumstances mormon women bucked the trends of nineteenth century domesticity

they played a key role in building communities through their participation in the work
force through the

relief society

comans
and through publications such as the womans

exponent perhaps the wild barren and desolate land necessitated the social changes
which allowed women to be somewhat wild themselves and to fill the vast empty
spaces with their own strong voices

mormon womens voices were the heart and soul of their communities in fact
talents that might otherwise have been silenced for being improper or presumptuous in
the east were encouraged and cultivated in the west indeed as bushman illustrates

all
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of mormon womens native gifts were encouraged for the benefit of the community
and imagination and initiative brought them social recognition

the loneliness of

isolation and the false limitations of polite society were both missing
xviii

mormon sisters

mormon women were not in the same circumstances as gentile women on the

frontier for their goal was to be together to be a community of gods saints they were
also in very different circumstances from their eastern counterparts for

while mormon women in the salt valley were coping together with sagebrush and
crickets back in americas eastern cities women occupied an ever more restricted
r

sphere in society education for those who could afford it stressed the polite

accomplishments of music fancy needlework and french fashionable ladies
were prepared to be decorative rather than practical members of society

bushman mormon sisters xviii

women were needed on the frontier valued for their social usefulness and they
blossomed in their tight knit communities they educated themselves in bookkeeping
medicine farming newspaper writing and were skilled in their housework as well they
did this because it was necessary to the community because life on the western frontier

required it of them

the frontier also required that mormon women use their talents and skills to
contribute to the economy and in utah a woman was highly valued for her ability to
strengthen the community financially claudia bushman explains that the economic
value of a wife was greater in a frontier community than in an eastern town where
someone could be hired to do part of the household work

mormon sisters xvii

because mormon women not only managed the home but also helped manage the
community they were a powerful force on the frontier valued for their initiative their
labor and their role as women women were empowered by their role as mothers for
each time they had a child they increased the population and economic growth of
zion
ofzion

women were the primary community builders on the frontier and therefore they were
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economically valued

contrasting the opposition that eastern women faced from government and church
leaders mormon women were sanctioned to be economically prosperous and
independent in fact mormon church leaders were among the most vocal admirers of

women for their economic value president of the church brigham young encouraged
women to be a part of the economy often giving them special callings to raise grain or
sew clothes and to get an education in an address to the relief society of
ofogden
ogden eliza

R snow revealed how important it was to brigham young that women get an education
president
she said gres
ident young is requiring the sisters to get
Tres
then get a degree for medicine itd
qtd in hanks 73

a classical education and

at the time

women and men with

medical training were a necessity in the budding communities

in order for a budding community to grow on the frontier every member of the
community had to have an economic function in womens voices brigham young is
said to have stressed the importance of home industries and home manufactured goods

even attempting to establish a united order

godfrey godfrey and derr 7 this

mormons
united order diminished the cormons
Mor mons dependence on outside gentile goods but
more importantly it encouraged community interdependence and it created a unique

mormon identity women were vital to this interdependence and identity in an effort to
maintain mormon independence from outside goods mormon women raised silk worms
to sew their own modest and fashionable apparel indeed brigham youngs emphasis

on economic cooperation pushed mormon women into some unique ventures such as
forming womens cooperatives and buying selling and storing grain

godfrey et al 7

whatever their role women were encouraged to be part of economic life by the upper
levels

of church leadership president brigham young entrusted women with economic

responsibilities and encouraged them to learn new skills that might help in times of need

times of need came often and required that women learn and take on many new
skills and responsibilities

for example
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one woman hauled manure on the land sheared the sheep plowed planted and
made irrigation ditches

mary fielding smith taught school patty sessions

was a midwife euza
eliza partridge lyman sold homespun candlewicking for a time
eilza

the reality of life in nineteenth century america demanded that most women
supplement the family income in some way

this was particularly true in the

mormon culture where men were frequently absent godfrey godfrey and derr
6

lie
lle

ile the men of the church were away on missions or performing other church work
while
such as construction women took over their role in providing for families it was a
common case to have a husband missing for three years or more on a mission

left

behind the wife had to support her family economically as well as domestically indeed
6settling
settling

new frontiers often involved women in activities beyond housekeeping

godfrey godfrey and derr

56 and these activities contrasted
5 6

sharply with the

activities of eastern women who were instructed in being frail dependent wives

with this involvement in the economy came an independence for women that was
unprecedented eliza R snow is a perfect example of this phenomenon though the
church was technically run by men
inhibited by that priesthood which

neither snow nor the women she influenced were
at times threatened their autonomy

beecher 32

snow had much autonomy in her life A plural wife first of the prophet joseph smith and
later of the prophet brigham young snow essentially led the life of a wealthy single
woman she had the benefit of financial and emotional support from a husband but also
the freedom to travel and write and head up countless organizations having no children
further freed eliza from domestic fetters and allowed her to be independent and mobile

in an article on snow maureen ursenbach beecher explains that her position was ideal
the fact of her sex never prevented eliza from achieving anything which was important to
her on the contrary the fact of her sex multiplied by her determination her ambition
and her drive had placed her in a position more prominent than any but brigham young
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3311

snows situation sharply contrasts the situation of susan B anthony who despite

her relative freedom
freedon4 still found herself making compromises in an attempt to compensate
for her sex

the frontier empowered women because of their sex and their value in the

community eliza R snow is the embodiment of such a circumstance

the frontier truly

molded her into the most influential woman in utah

eliza was especially independent when it came to economic ventures by no
means would she allow a man to take over her position in eliza R snow beecher
explains that eliza was in charge of the womens commission house which handled
home manufactures in competition with other shops including those babylonish
establishments which sold imported goods

33

the shop did well with the cooperation

of other merchants and the support of mormon women snow was insistent on
maintaining a female leadership of the commission writing to president brigham young

that it is always disgusting to me to see a big fellow handing out calicoes
calicoed and measuring
ribbon 1I would rather see the ladies do it

let them do this business and let the men go to

raising sheep wheat or cattle itd
qtd in beecher 323
32 3

she even hotly protested one

brother haslem who had disagreed with her over a contract writing to president young
although we are novices in the mercantile business we are not green enough for that
kind of management itd
qtd in beecher 33 autonomy was a priority for snow even to
the point of taking her president husband to task

beecher 33

her extraordinary life

was a sort of blueprint for the women of the church she encouraged economic
independence in the face of the monumental task of building the kingdom of god in the
desert

while mormon womens unique position on the frontier gave them quite a bit of
economic independence the majority of their time was nevertheless spent inside the
home they were still very much involved with domestic chores one womans
comans account

of her day to day life reveals that

one day comes and goes and the next follows the

same routine of work is gone through and the same remains to be done

godfrey
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godfrey and derr 10 though the frontier of utah was liberating it did require more
labor

sometimes mundane

than a life in the east did womens journals either

completely ignored their domestic responsibilities or they focused on them in great detail
and with either great pride or great resentment in womens voices it points out that

such careful accounting of domestic work reflected where women spent their
time but it may also have reflected their consciousness of the standard of
feminine domesticity evident throughout nineteenth century america popular

journals idealized happy homemakers but mormon womens personal writings
show they responded variously to womans
comans work

some like bathsheba smith

with obvious pleasure others with ambivalence or nonchalance and some with
outright disdain godfrey godfrey and derr 111

like their eastern suffragist counterparts mormon women were aware of the standards of
domesticity and they criticized those standards

at times they lashed out against them

in

the 1874 exponent a woman complains that she is treated as little more than a
convenience for her husband she writes that man views woman as one to manage his
house cook his dinner attend to his wardrobe always on hand if

out of sight if not needed

wanted and always

she is a subject not a joint partner in the domestic firm

qtd in hanks 59 thus mormon women endured the same domestic struggles that other
itd
women of their time went through and they complained against the social norm just as
the eastern feminists did

yet in contrast to eastern feminists mormon women had a relationship with the
frontier that provided them with a legitimate reason to get out of their homes and
influence their communities women were needed for the good of the community and
thus mormon women had more freedom than a woman trapped in the fetters of
civilization they had opportunities if they chose to take them to participate in many
activities outside

of the home these opportunities were also mandated by their belief

that they were children of god and that god needed them to be more than mere
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housewives if they were to build zion

womans
an 1875 essay in the comans
domans

exponent explains

that

women have not only a work to do at home but abroad for all mankind

womans
comans work in this day and age is not only an individual work but a universal
work a work for all her suffering sisterhood and it will want all the courage and
heroism it is possible to arouse in the rising generation to stem the current tide of
vice and evil and so purify the earth that the millennium can be ushered in itd
qtd in

hanks 81
8122

their participation in the economy mormon women believed had great spiritual
significance

told in a scripture from the doctrine

and covenants 2934

that all

things unto god are spiritual women often invested their midwifery schoolteaching
school teaching
weaving storekeeping farming cooking sewing or nurturing with spiritual significance
even though they acknowledged such activities as temporal necessities
Godfrey Godfrey and derr 7 this shows the significance of a religious frontier as a
godfreygodfrey
means of strengthening women and supplementing their geographical frontier existence

one of the best ways for a mormon woman to get involved not only in economic
affairs but also in all aspects of the community was through the relief society

relief society a prominent womens organization that still exists

the

in the mormon church

today provided women with a spiritual impetus to participate in community building
activities outside of the home emphasizing the role that women had to serve the less
fortunate and to gather together to receive spiritual instruction eliza R snow

young shortly after the saints
reorganized the relief society at the request ofbrigham
of
brigham
arrived in utah

the society was originally founded in nauvoo by joseph smith

but it

did not flourish until the utah period wherein its goal of helping those in need was

translated into well defined institutional forms

may 228 eliza envisioned the relief

society as a means whereby women could best build their communities where they could
learn
leam and protect themselves from ignorance in the relief society women could be
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organized could support each other in the hardships of frontier life in an address to
members of the ogden branch of the relief society which was later published in the

womans exponent eliza said
comans
the works and duties of the women of
zion are constantly increasing nowhere on
ofzion
the earth has woman so broad a sphere of labor and duty of responsibility and
action as in utah

to be sure we have many of the crosses of life

but what do

we meet them for

are they for our own good and benefit or do we meet them all

as for zions sake

we are here to perform duties and to do our part towards

establishing

gods kingdom itd
qtd in hanks 71
7122

instead of having to rely only on either a natural rights argument or an expediency
argument snow is able to use the spiritual concept of building the kingdom of god to
infuse her fellow sisters with power and influence that extended beyond their own

religious practices rather than basing the social actions of women on a selfish need to be
out of the house she describes a womans
comans participation in community service as a
selfless action under this premise women were gods instruments necessary to the

wellbeing
well being ofzion
of zion their work outside the home was ultimately a contribution to zion
and not a fulfillment of an inner need to be free from domesticity because of this
spiritual foundation mormon women could argue for their right to organize and
participate in community affairs indeed life on the frontier necessitated the organization

of the relief society as a means for women to interact and to find a way to put their
spiritual arguments into action for the purpose of building zion

no other organization built up communities
like the

and made charitable contributions

relief society in an article entitled charitable sisters cheryll lyn may

explains that nineteenth century accounts agree that mormon women possessed a degree

of vigor initiative and outspoken advocacy of various causes unparalleled anywhere in
the american west and seldom matched by their eastern sisters

225 As a womens

organization the relief society established a school to train nurses later a oneyear
one year
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one year courses in practical nursing
program to train nurses became the model for the oneyear

offered today in every community in the country

not only did the relief society train

nurses but they also improved hospital conditions and quality of maternal and child care

the deseret hospital was established

by the society in 1882 with a woman as the

resident surgeon other society activities in this field

explains may

included

operating milk depots for children during the summer sponsoring summer trips for
pre schoolers supplying layette kits to new
malnourished children conducting clinics for preschoolers

mothers providing payment when necessary for general medical and dental care and
organizing an extensive program of health and child care education

228
22899

not only

were these women involved with medical care and practices but they also raised grain
and sold wheat upon the request of president brigham young for the saints to save

against a time of need

they also raised silk and ran primitive silk factories in addition

to these activities the society took on the responsibility

of educational and cultural

activities for their communities

on top of this the society was the most independent church auxiliary
organization at the time they had their own buildings and they even became their own
legal entity separate from the church

in 1892 may tells us the society was

incorporated as a separate legal entity under the name of the national womens

society so that

relief

it could be independent and transact its own business in its own

name with trustees and all the rights and privileges belonging to a corporate body
232

while in nauvoo the society performed many acts of kindness it was not until

they were faced with the demands of an uncivilized frontier life and under the direction

ellza
eliza R snow that mormon women were able to put their talents to use in an
ofeliza
of eilza
ofelita
organized and independent fashion in utah the

relief society was absolutely necessary

well being of the community because of the tremendous contributions of its
to the wellbeing

members because of this indispensability the

relief society was left to run itself

without much interference from the brethren thus the frontier shapes the woman into an
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independent and relatively liberated being persuading her to change her attitude and her

outlook on life
A rhetorical

frontier

the relief society also encouraged women to participate in feminist rhetoric
which brought them into a new sphere of knowledge or a frontier of rhetoric may
reveals that another area of activity in which the relief society became increasingly
independent was the Socie
societys
tys program of publications

which with one fly by night exception
women west of the mississippi

233

comans exponent
the womans

was the first magazine published by and for

26 was also considered the
beecher mormon sisters
sisters26

major mouthpiece of the relief society mormon womens ability to own publications
recalls the colonial womens access to printing presses and newspapers but because of

their relative unity and their smaller geographical area not to mention their distinct and
radical religion mormon women had even more power and freedom to write what they
pleased when they pleased in addition mormon women used the exponent as a political

platform upon which to preach their version of feminism
nL it provided them with a
feminis
rhetorical frontier and a place to practice the natural rights and expediency arguments of

their eastern counterparts

the magazine was started when eliza R snow urged her great niece louisa lula
greene to start a magazine for ladies to foster literary growth in its pages women wrote
about their spirituality in political social and economic contexts

the exponent was

extremely successful because it allowed women to participate in something important
something much larger than themselves

the exponent was a means of awakening a

womans
comans faculties and giving her a strong voice emmeline B wells who took over the
magazine after louisa wrote the following editorial in the september 1874 issue of the

exponent
1I

believe in women especially thinking women

are we human beings rational

and accountable and yet permit to lie
ile dormant the highest faculty of our nature
he
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thought alas we see it every day but there is a day dawning when we will be
better understood if not appreciated and every woman in utah who has the
interest of her sex at heart should exert her utmost influence to extend the

circulation of the exponent for wherever it finds its way into whatever home
village or town it penetrates there will thought be awakened there will woman
begin to feel and understand that there is something elevating and inspiring worth

qtd in hanks 74
living for worthy of attainment itd
7455

the rhetorical question are we human beings reveals that mormon women had access
to the natural rights argument and that they believed in its power frontier life allowed
and encouraged women to publish such rhetoric and persuaded them to a strong

conviction in the importance of womens literacy and autonomy

the exponent was the

means whereby women built a community of their own kind whereby thought was
stimulated and whereby female voices were heard

comans exponent in
in fact the first mormon feminist writings came out of the womans
its pages women complained against their limited rights defended their plural marriages

and utilized the natural rights and expediency arguments that their feminist counterparts

used but mormon women added a spiritual dimension to feminist rhetoric and argued
from a frontier landscape politics independence and the pervasive woman question
which plagued nineteenth century thought were common topics of the exponent and all

of these topics were answered with religious conviction with a call for women to liberate
themselves from ignorance and dependence

mormon womens attitude toward the woman question the vote and
independence became perfectly clear in the pages of the exponent

in an article entitled

mormon
monnon
mon
non womens publications vella neil evans points out that for many years the

exponents masthead carried the political slogan the rights of the women of
zion and
ofzion
the rights of the women of all nations

54

though women in utah were given the

right to vote in 1870 they still rallied for the women of america to receive the franchise

76

mormon women were aware of the fact that they were privileged above their eastern
counterparts in their ability to vote and in the exponent they encouraged women to
exercise their privilege and to appreciate it in march of 1874 in response to a woman
saying she is not strong minded enough to vote laura M miner wrote the following

ten thousand times better to be strong minded

the true companion of your husband and

brothers the guide and promoter of your childrens welfare

so should we consider

and guard the elective franchise using it conscientiously as a god given privilege

qtd in hanks 74
itd

such an attitude of a god mandated equality reveals the convergence

of rhetorical religious and geographical frontiers in the identity of mormon women

the frontier atmosphere also led the exponent editor emmeline B wells to
organize the utah womens press club in 1891

cormons in
far removed from the east mormons

utah were able to start their own branches of national clubs and societies that might
otherwise have been inaccessible to them because of their different religious views

the

comans press association in 1892 and became a
UWPC joined the international womans
corporation in 1898 activities included reading original compositions throwing

halloween costume parties hearing prominent guest

speakers and attending meetings

of other womens organizations in london and berlin in fact

club historian

lydia alder

wrote that perhaps no club in the state or nation has been represented like the UW

press club in the congresses of the world itd
qtd in baker 219 the club supported

womens rights as well as local and national civic causes in cooperation with the
exponent

the UWPC encouraged women to write

to empower themselves

to take part in their communities and

this club provides an example of how mormon women were

able to extend themselves beyond the home and even the church into more global

mormons to
realms their affiliation with the rhetorical frontier of feminism enabled cormons
expand their roles

womens suffrage was not the only issue of importance in the comans
womans
exponent many editorials and essays also asked for more than just the right to vote in an
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1880 exponent a mormon woman complains

it is true we have the right to vote but is

this all this shadow without the substance that our brethren can afford to give us
in hanks 54
5455

qtd
itd

while eastern feminists had to tone down their arguments for female

equality limiting themselves to suffi
age as a panacea for the disease of misogyny
suffrage

mormon women writing in the exponent were unafraid to seek equal rights on a grander
scale

the equal rights arguments

in the nineteenth century exponent are a fore
foreshadowing
shadowing

of the equal rights issues that have taken center stage in the twentieth century emmeline
B wells provides a summary

of the equal rights matter in the june of 1872 issue there

are many rights which woman should possess yet of which she is denied by custom or by

statute law but more especially by the former

she should have access to every avenue

of employment for which she has physical and mental capacity
much work as a man and does it as well she must

hanks 70
7011

if
ifaa woman does as

qtd in
receive equal pay for it itd

clearly mormon women were fully aware that it was social custom not

natural law which placed a woman in a subordinate position

comans
the articles in the womans

exponent reveal how truly progressive mormon women were for their time their
progressive beliefs were seldom censured which provides a sharp contrast to eastern
women like elizabeth cady stanton who upon writing the domans bible and declaring
equality as more than just the right to vote was asked to resign as president of the
NAWSA

the exponent

also encouraged womens independence from men and their

dependence on each other invoking an expediency argument to explain why women
must stick together in 1874 the exponent encouraged women to show men their
independence explaining that when men see that woman can exist without them being
constantly at hand that they can leam
learn
leab to be self reliant or depend upon each other for
more or less happiness it will perhaps take a little conceit out of some of them itd
qtd in

hanks 59 this is in no way a cautious or subtle attack the exponent gave women a
chance to rally together to depend on each other and to do so openly and boldly in a
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vast new land in a wild land these women had a connection with each other through
words that no man could break

the connection was based on their shared religious

beliefs but it flourished as women used those beliefs in an effort to discuss their total

rights through rhetoric

another aspect of the exponent which was progressive and which united women
was its treatment of the woman question

the woman question essentially asked

what a comans
womans place in society was how much freedom should a woman have Is her
role solely restricted to the home

in this case the traditional rhetoric of natural rights

and expediency is used with a religious twist

on the one hand mrs AM diaz in

august of 1879 asks
As to the woman question why not let it be a woman question why make a man
question

of it women are competent to

why does man step in to decide for her

decide on their own course of action

thats what puzzles me

1I

am not

particular at our voting but what 1I am particular about is to know why 1I do not
know as well as a man does whether or not it is right for me to vote or to speak
qtd in hanks 84
itd

this view places the fate of women securely in their own hands and uses a natural rights
idea that women are as capable as men to make their own choices religion comes into

play as an authority giving source this woman writes under the assumption that she is a
child of god perfectly capable to make her own choices such an attitude is established

from contact with frontiers geographical rhetorical and religious

on the other hand some believed that the woman question was an important issue
for everyone

the woman question

is the question

of both man and woman and

comans
wo
womans
mans rights should as deeply interest men as women woman is the mother of the
world and her interests can no more be separated from those of man than could the
world exist with only one sex it is to be hoped that this fact will have full weight in the
future agitation of the woman question

qtd in hanks 71
itd

this view relies on an
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expediency argument which gives woman a higher role as mother of the world and
reveals the necessity
society

of womens rights as a cause for everyone to adopt for the benefit of

A religious view of a womans
comans true role as mother infuses women with an

importance and a divine mission that should not be hindered by oppressive societal rules
and regulations

in either case the woman question was at the forefront of exponent articles as
were the common feminist rhetorical devices of the era yet the thing that made the
exponent different from other feminist publications in the east was its spiritual equality
arguments and its religious context A woman spoke of her rights as those which her

creator has designed for her itd
qtd in hanks

711

and her position was that of a child of

god building his kingdom and making the best of an eternal progression itd
qtd in
hanks

71

religion permeated every aspect of the exponent and because of their

religious convictions the magazines writers were justified in their declarations of their
rights A frontier atmosphere further justified the exponent as a means for women to stay
in contact and support each other while fostering literary talent which they did boldly

A religious

frontier

mormon womens boldness is unusual considering that an extremely patriarchal
religion was the foundation for the exponent yet caution was not as necessary for these
women because of their position on the frontier of religious belief A religious frontier
conjunction
in con
unction with a rhetorical and geographical frontier imbued mormon women with
independence and confidence their unique religious belief that they would some day be

cormons to live to act and to write more freely in the july
queens in heaven allowed mormons
1875 exponent an article signed

ENB

reveals the attitude that a religious frontier gave

to mormon women

if

man sprang from the deity did not woman also

if he is made of mettle

that the gods are made of is not woman made of the same

like

if he came from his

fathers loins and was nurtured on his mothers lap what other place did his
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sister come from that she should be accounted so inferior to him

if the lord had a

purpose in creating the male part of humanity had he not equally as good a
purpose in creating the female part also

or did he make her simply to bear the

fault of man 1I know we are taught that eve was the first to sin well she was

simply more progressive than adam she did not want to live in the beautiful
garden forever and be nobody

not able even to make her own aprons itd
qtd in

76 7
hanks 767

though ENB did not sign her full name to this article there is still a sense of
fearlessness in her bold arguments for womens spiritual equality and superiority

mormon women filled their communities with this boldness of spirit which was
nurtured by their wild frontier environment and the feminist rhetoric coming from the

east mormon women had greater freedoms than their sisters in the east and their
colonial progenitors because of their religious as well as geographical and rhetorical
frontiers

the concept ofzion
of zion provided these women with a truly unique religious frontier
As members of a new church with new beliefs and doctrines mormon women could
appropriate old feminist rhetorical strategies and combine them with new spiritual
arguments in mormon sisters claudia bushman asserts that mormon women were

much like other american women of their day but their allegiance to the faith led them
in some new directions and the gospel of jesus christ newly interpreted by this

dynamic sect brought religious rebirth to many young girls who faced dull futures and tos
toi
to

many older women who thought their lives were over in addition to enriching their lives
the gospel undoubtedly made them more adventurous as a group than their sisters
vAio
sistersvaio
stayed at home

mormon sisters xvi A new religion provided mormon women with

the ability to use spiritual power and even to usurp the patriarchal priesthood in order to

justify themselves in their spiritual arguments
A new religion meant new spiritual power and in its early stages each member of
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the church

male or female

had access to that spiritual power because mormon

women were trying to build zion they were able to use their spiritual gifts openly
without needing to rationalize their spiritual authority jill mulvay derr in her article

eliza R snow and the woman question7 explains that in the midst of feminists
attempts to break down the established patriarchal order women converted to

church of jesus christ of latter day saints

the

were not concerned with breaking down
the kingdom of god As that

an existing order but rather with establishing a new order

kingdom grew the sphere of mormon women was enlarged

75
7566

the impetus to

build a new society gave mormon women spiritual power as well as social power derr
tells us that sisters were early encouraged to exercise spiritual gifts such as speaking in

tongues later they participated in baptisms for the dead and temple ordinances and they
administered to the sick by the laying on of hands

76 these women were free from

the constraints that a civilized and established society would have imposed

they could

pray and preach publicly they could exercise a spiritual authority and bless each other

mormon women were neither silenced in the religious realm nor in the secular realm
because they were vital to the kingdom of god

they existed on a religious frontier which

enabled them to make new rules for themselves which shaped their identities

one interesting manifestation of the religious frontier was the act of speaking in
tongues in her article

mystics and healers claudia bushman explains that the

women of the early church were as involved in spiritual experiences as men

2

mormon women often spoke in tongues and prophesied at various meetings

this was a

controversial issue among the more conservative members

of the church and joseph

smith then the mormon president publicly condemned speaking in tongues yet in the
earliest days

cormons were in nauvoo women were
of the relief society when the mormons

completely comfortable with exercising their pentecostal gifts in fact as maureen

beecher tells us in the personal writings of
eilza
ellza
eliza R snow eliza snow herself
ofeliza
ofelita
pronounced a blessing in tongues at the

Socie tys second meeting
relief societys

and a sister
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durfee was healed by the administration of the female presidency
commended the womens actions

joseph smith

and from then on the sisters felt themselves at least

justified if not encouraged in their spiritual exercises

112

that speaking in tongues

was a natural component of many of the sisters meetings reveals the spiritual authority
mormon women had this spiritual power justified them and widened their sphere of
influence in a new religion speaking in tongues quite literally gave mormon women a

voice and a chance to be heard had these women been exercising the gift of tongues in

the methodist or catholic churches particularly in the civilized east surely they would
have been punished as heretics but the budding mormon church was not under the same
rules and constraints as other religious entities at that time with mormonism came a new
spirituality and that spirituality thrived on the frontier of the west

this new spirituality was

as linda king newell explains

the latter day

restoration of all things which encompassed the restoration of the signs of the holy

spirit according to the faith of the members these gifts came ungendered they were
gifis to the household of faith given to the children of god male and female
gifts

112

mormons
cormons believed that joseph smith had restored the true church to the earth and with
this restoration came a reinstatement of male as well as female spiritual authority the
ancient priesthood of prophets like abraham and paul according to mormon belief had
returned to the earth and it was practiced and utilized by both sexes in march of 1830

joseph smith instructed the relief society to move according to the ancient priesthood
hence there should be a select society

choice virtuous and holy

joseph said he

was going to make of this society a kingdom of priests as in enochs day
day itd
qtd in newell 115

as in pauls

not only were women viewed as equal participants in

spiritual authority they were also often viewed as greater recipients of spiritual gifts

in the spirit of frontier self sufficiency mormon women were regularly called on
to complete tasks that official priesthood holders had not accomplished successfully

eliza R snow once confided to the relief society that sometimes 1I think we can do
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qtd in derr 80
more than the brethren itd

this is especially true in the case of healing the

sick in one instance a sick woman was blessed by the elders of the priesthood but to no
avail abigail leonard recalls 1I told the husband of the sick woman that but one thing
was left to be done which was to send for the sisters
and administered to her

the sisters came

washed anointed

kofl
every indication ool
of death was upon her but before the
ofo
ofl

sisters had ceased to administer the blood went coursing through her system4 and to her
qtd in bushman 14
extremities and she was sensibly better itd

their ability to wash and

anoint the sick both inside and outside of the temple gave women a spiritual authority
which placed them on an equal footing with the men of the church and even in some
cases on a higher spiritual plane with the restoration of the gospel came an empowering
call to mormon women to cast out devils

hands on the sick

speak with new tongues and

day
jay
lay

1617 18 A religious frontier combined with a geographical
mark 161718

and a rhetorical frontier provided a clearly defined role for mormon women

this clearly defined role enabled them to expand their arguments for rights
beyond just the natural rights and expediency arguments

the seemingly incongruent

expediency and natural rights arguments found common ground through the mormon use

of spiritual equality mormon women grounded their rhetoric in spiritual matters which
provided justification in itself these women needed no other justification for their
language and their authority came from god though it seems that the priesthood
excludes mormon women from certain rights and powers during these times it actually
empowered women eliza R snow appropriates the male dominated priesthood in a
poem addressed to american women suffragists

and all their efforts to remove the curse

are only making matters worse and worse
they can as well unlock with a key
As change the tide of mans degenracy
degeneracy
degen racy

without the holy priesthood

tis at most
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reckoning
reck ning bills in absence of the host itd
qtd in bushman 32
like reckning

eliza R snow believed that the priesthood elevated men as well as women she believed
that suffrage was nothing if it was not accompanied by the empowering restored
priesthood consequently mormon women stood in a very different place than their
eastern counterparts for although they fought for womens rights their feminism was
grounded in a spiritual authority

that spiritual authority would not have been possible without such a radical
religious frontier in an 1871 twenty fourth of july celebration address eliza R snow
makes it clear that she is aware of the contrast between eastern feminists and mormon
feminists

how very different our position from that of our sisters in the world at large and
how widely different our feelings and prospects from that class known as strong
minded

who are strenuously and unflinchingly advocating comans
wo
womans
mans rights

and some of them at least proclaiming comans
wo mans sovereignty and vainly
womans

flattering themselves with the idea that with ingress to the ballot box and access to
financial offices they shall accomplish the elevation of womankind
woman kind itd
qtd in

bushman 32

unlike the most prominent suffragists snow and other mormon women believed that
there was more to womens rights than just suffrage and equal social footing and they

were able to exclaim their convictions without censure because of their relationship with
frontiers because their religious and geographical frontier had developed in them
independence and confidence unlike elizabeth cady stanton a more radical feminist in

the east mormon women saw religion as a necessary component of womens liberation

this was possible

because their religion was new and it did not encourage the belief in

womens baseness and inability to think independently

yet this religion openly acknowledged the idea that women were subservient to
men george Q cannon a member of the first presidency in 1869 explained that as a
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result of the fall of eve a womans
comans desire shall be to her husband and he shall rule
over her

loii
loli

11 A seeming inconsistency exists among the women
qtd in rockwood 101011
itd

of the early mormon church they had more power and more rights than many other
women yet they often advocated submission and obedience to men eliza R snow
despite her great influence and authority in the church still made it clear that she

operated under the priesthood and obeyed the wishes of her husband mormon women
believed that the fall in the garden of eden brought a curse upon adam and eve under
this curse eve was to be subordinate to adam and thus women were to be subordinate to

men eliza snow explained that we have no occasion to clamor about equality or to
battle for supremacy we understand our true position

god has defined the sphere of

qtd in derr 82 womens
woman wherever his priesthood is acknowledged itd
subservience was a fact for mormon women their gentile counterparts sought to break
the bonds of slavery which

cormons took a different path we
eves curse created but mormons

stand in a different position from the ladies of the world we have made a covenant with

god we know his order and we know that that order requires submission on the part of
womens
women7
qtd in derr 82
women itd

mormon women viewed their submission to men as a result of

rs and mothers in this way mormon women had much in common
nurturers
their role as nurture
with some eastern suffragists particularly those who would not attempt to challenge
rs and mothers
womens role as nurturers
nurture

yet despite their belief in the subordination of women their religious frontier still
gave mormon women an ideological edge over their eastern counterparts because these

women believed that their position would someday change and that it would be enriched
because of their subservience eliza R

snows famous hymn 0 my father asserts that

women can someday be goddesses just as men can be gods explaining with conviction
that there is a heavenly mother in the heavens are parents single
makes reason stare truth is reason truth eternal tells me

no the thought

ive a mother there

292

this assertion would have been labeled heretical in the eastern united states and snow
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stantons
would have faced tremendous opposition in fact elizabeth cady St
antons suggestion of
stanions
womans bible resulted in her forced resignation from the
a heavenly mother in the comans
presidency of the NAWSA because her controversial statement alienated other women
and greatly discredited her in the eyes of the nation this reveals how a religious frontier
gave women the power to assert themselves as equal inheritors of gods glory with men

snows hymn which would have been thrown out of any other religions hymnal

was

published and has remained a mainstay of the mormon hymn collection for over one
hundred years

another distinction in mormon womens religious beliefs is that they believed
their role as mothers to be a divine one even more important than the roles of men in the
world though suffragists and anti suffragists also argued that motherhood was a divine
calling mormon women argued that motherhood was actually a blessing disguised as a
curse for a very distinct purpose

an essay in the exponent dated february first

1889

uses an underlying argument of spiritual equality to explain that because of the great
sacredness of motherhood women were placed in a subservient position to avoid
distractions from their true calling As the essay illustrates the curse of eve is actually a
blessing in disguise

since the days of eve her daughters have lived under the curse of social
inferiority to her brother man in this generation the irksomeness of this condition
has been displayed by the womans
comans movement for equal rights

this movement

has met with slurs and opposition at every step just as every truth has always
been opposed by its adversary

god who made us all and who

is no respecter

of persons intended that woman should in every way be equal to man in dignity
but he also knew the station in which she would be placed while on earth that her
child bearing and childrearing
child rearing sphere would curtail other aspirations which man
childbearing
would have the opportunity to follow he knew that the former would be of the

greater importance to the world and therefore in the guise of a curse bestowed
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fulfill her this
slon
sion
upon her the blessing to be subject to man that she might better fulfil
mission

qtd in rockwood 12
itd

according to this theory women and men were both created by god and therefore
women deserve their natural rights yet women have a more sacred and important
responsibility than men that of motherhood so they are in reality a greater force for good
in the world though women recognized and even accepted their subservient role and

their role as mothers they saw that position as an empowering one and as one that would
someday receive the glory that it deserved
St antons view of the fall in the garden of eden
stanions
this contrasts elizabeth cady stantons

according to stanton the fall has been misinterpreted in favor of man in reality it was

eve who was more valiant in the garden stanton believes that the conduct of eve from
the beginning to the end is

superior to that of adam

isfearless of
the woman is fearless

death if she can gain wisdom and takes of the fruit and all this time adam standing
beside her interposes no word of objection

having had the command from god

himself he interposes no word of warning or remonstrance but takes the fruit from the
qtd in rockwood 10 rather than accepting the curse
hand of his wife without protest itd
rights against it as a mere result of misinterpretation on the part of men
of eve stanton fights

the curse of eve according to stanton

is a cultural invention not a scriptural fact in

many ways this view is more freeing for women stanton refuses to accept that god
would place women in subservient roles rather men have distorted scripture to
rationalize their brutality towards women

however freeing this idea was for women the mormon view reveals the subtlety
and effectiveness of an acceptance of eves curse mormon feminist rhetoric was built on
a foundation of new spirituality and because

of this

it was decidedly a rhetoric that did

cormons sought to build a new kingdom
not rely on the breaking down of old traditions mormons
not to tear down an old one A frontier existence

on every level

created a new identity

for these women and part of that identity was a construction of their roles as mothers in a
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newly sacred light they found power in the curse of eve and were
wdre unashamed to accept
adre
it in fact one essay in the domans exponent praises eve for what she did rather than

trying to show how the story of the fall of man has been distorted this essay applauds

eves transgression

saying that ever since eve partook of the forbidden fruit which

certainly showed her pluck women have been blamed for all the ills that flesh is heir to
qtd in
but that in the future there will be a woman at the bottom of everything good itd

rockwood

11

indeed mormon women accepted eves curse yet they did not believe

that it revealed an inherent inferiority someday they believed their state of subservience
would be over
many believed that the millennium would be the end of the submission of women

fast
the february first

1889 exponent essay continues explaining that with the millennium

would come a restoration of womens equality

to me it seems like one of the latter day signs
beneath their oppressed situation

that women are becoming restless

the worlds record will soon be finished

and when the millennium shall set in

the curse shall be removed

I1 write

with confidence for I1 firmly believe that our heavenly father loves his daughters

just as well as he loves his sons and that he does not desire the glorification of
one at the sacrifice of the happiness

qtd in rockwood
of the other itd

12

thus mormon women viewed their degradation as a temporary situation which christ
would remedy when he returned to rule the earth

this reveals how the rhetoric of

mormon women was infused with spirituality and an assurance that god was truly on
their side they believed that some day their condition would change and rather than
fighting against it like their feminist sisters in the east these women accepted their state

with the hope of better things to come this acceptance however limiting it may seem
seen4
actually enabled mormon women to make bold statements about their rights and to enjoy
opportunities and freedoms that those feminists who struggled against the curse could not
have dreamed of having
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eliza snow made it clear that obedience would bring about much better things for
faithful mormon women
be crowned in the presence

inasmuch as we continue faithful we shall be those that will

of god and the lamb you my sisters if you are faithful

qtd in derr 87
will become queens of queens itd

in her attempt to encourage mormon

women to be content in their domestic position snow utilized the concept of the parable

of the talents in matthew wherein this promise was given to those who fulfilled their
duties

thou hast been faithful over a few things 1I will make thee ruler over many

things

2523 in alizas
elizas words

what we experience here is but a school
wherein the ruled will be prepared to rule

and thro obedience woman will obtain
wer of reigning and the right to reign itd
qtd in derr 87
chepo
thepo
the power

their position on the earth according to mormon women was not only temporary but a
test in mormon doctrine this earth life is viewed as a trial in which human beings prove
their faithfulness to god submission on the part of women was merely one aspect of the
great test of life

if women could pass this test

their trials would be lifted and their rights

and equality restored

truly the greater the trials the greater the reward if a woman remained faithful

the utah woman suffrage songbook reinforces this idea declaring
woman rise thy penance

oer

sit thou in the dust no more
seize the scepter hold the van
qtd in rockwood
equal with thy brother man itd

11

mormon women firmly believed that through their particular trials and hardships they
would be blessed and redeemed harder trials resulted in a more glorious reward

ironically these mormon women in accepting their subservience aq
tq men had more
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freedom and autonomy than their eastern counterparts who fought against a womans
comans
inferiority

the frontiers of location

rhetoric and religion made it possible for mormon

women to enjoy such freedom and accept their roles

this concept

is especially true in the case

of plural marriage for plural marriage

was inherently full of contradictions for mormon women on the one hand it was the
most obvious manifestation of a comans
womans status as subservient to man one the other
hand mormon women viewed it as such a trial that it was a redemption from eves curse
polygamy at once subdued and elevated women george Q cannon stated that

polygamys
ys correct practice would redeem woman from the effects of eves curse
polygam
qtd in rockwood 10 george cannon believed that polygamy would rid women of their
itd
jealousy and thus make them able to overcome

eves curse rockwood

11

though

this point of view seems unfair to women and attributes to them stereotypical
characteristics

such as jealousy

it brought comfort to the women who found

themselves participants in plural marriage they believed that the ultimate trial
harmoniously in a plural marriage

living

brought about the greatest redemption for women

relief from the curse of eve for some this trial was an impossible one to overcome for
others it became a true state

of celestial bliss on earth though the religious frontier of

mormonism was ultimately freeing it was still full of contradictions and difficulties for
women

however redemptive it was viewed to be the issue of plural marriage was not
without controversy in the church it was very difficult for mormon women to accept in

her personal writings eliza R snow explains that polygamy was very repugnant to my
feelings

beecher personal writings 16 plural marriage seemed to go against

monnon
mon non women held as true and good yet after wrestling with the idea
everything that mormon
eliza R snow explains that
when 1I reflected that 1I was living in the dispensation of the fullness of times
embracing all other dispensations surely plural marriage must necessarily be
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included

As 1I increased in knowledge concerning the principle and design of

it 1I grew in love with it and today esteem plural marriage a precious sacred
principle

necessary in the elevation and salvation of the human family

in

redeeming woman from the curse and the world from corruptions
corrupt ions beecher

personal writings 17
an
all mormon women found
ail
despite its defense as a redemption from the curse of eve not ali
peace in the doctrine of polygamy

dozens of personal accounts reveal the strained marital conditions under which
the women of polygamy suffered one account reveals the jealousy that these wives dealt
with 1I feel bad again wrote patty sessions in her journal of september 8 1847

my

husband has been and talked to rosilla and she filled his ears full and when he came to
my bed I1 was quite chilled

he was gone so long and I1 was so cold 1I had been crying

qtd in godfrey godfrey and derr
den 15 this is just one example of the problems plural
itd
marriage fanny stenhouse in her autobiography

tell it all explains that there is

nothing in hell so hateful so vile so detestable than polygamy it is blight and ruin to
everything that is fair and good 1I never pass a day but 1I curse with the bitterest hatred

those men who devised it
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indeed under the practice of polygamy many women

lost their testimony of the gospel in addition to losing their love of their husbands even
the great mormon icon emmeline B wells who ardently defended polygamy in issues

of the exponent privately revealed that she felt no protection or comfort in my
husband she yearned for him to love me even a little and not seem so perfectly
qtd in godfrey godfrey and derr 6 clearly
indifferent to any sensation of that kind itd
polygamy was complicated and difficult for the women who practiced it
polygamy was difficult for the small percentage of the population who practiced
it yet in many instances it was beneficial plural marriage was practical in frontier life

and it provided a sister wife support system that was surprisingly congenial in an
article titled plural wives

stephanie smith goodson explains the functionality of
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polygamy she writes

frontier people sensed the practical advantages of polygamy

samuel taylor thought polygamy was only feasible in a frontier environment
strong practical applications

the

5

of polygamy coupled with the even stronger religious

feelings about it made the principle

surprisingly successful

plural

bushman 105

marriage enabled women to have financial support as well as a spiritual pass into heaven

though eastern suffragists believed that mormon women were in a degraded and slavelike state ironically mormon women had more freedom partially as a result of their
polygamous marriages while susan B anthony and elizabeth cady stanton struggled to
pass divorce laws and provide women with the kind of economic independence that they
desperately needed mormon women enjoyed polygamous marriages that encouraged
independence and freedom

that independence and freedom was supplemented by a tremendous support
cormons called sister wives
system from what mormons

bathsheba W and lucy meserve

smith were both wives of george A smith each woman rejoiced in her husbands
affection and neither one seemed to measure it

they corresponded

and often lived with

georges other wives martha cragun cox wrote that she and her two other sister wives
loved each other more than sisters

we enjoyed many privileges that single wifery
lifery

never knew itd
qtd in godfrey godfrey and derr 15 those privileges included the
sharing of household duties and child care under the practice of plural marriage women

could help each other with domestic chores and thus have more time for pursuits outside

of the home they were more independent stronger and had a more clear sense of their
own identity in part because they could not rely on their husbands to always be there to
bolster them As goodson explains

polygamy forced women to be resourceful

105

my own great great grandfather john kenney had two wives phoebe and elizabeth

the two women were close friends

sharing child
rearing and housekeeping
childrearing

responsibilities and when john left them to make his fortune never to return they took

on the financial responsibilities of the home as well sharing different homes the women
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visited each other daily and would walk each other halfway home every night their
friendship enabled them to support themselves in the absence of a husband in the eastern

united states a woman would have had far fewer options if her husband abandoned her
she certainly would not have flourished as elizabeth and phoebe did

at its best plural marriage gave women a strong bond in addition to a chance for
independence and self sufficiency even redemption certainly as bushman relates a
plural wife could not be the helpless fainting protected female or she would most likely
faint alone and in one

of the neatest ironic contradictions of the period the enslaved

harems
hares of utah produced some of americas most efficient early feminists

xix

despite the difficulty polygamy created in some households it contributed to the
independent identity of mormon women placing them at an advantage over the eastern

american woman who basically gave up all of her rights on her wedding day and
became swallowed up in the identity of her husband

A religious frontier gave mormon women much more freedom than their eastern
counterparts and it infused mormon feminist rhetoric with a spirituality that transcended
the traditional natural rights and expediency arguments

suffragists access to
of national suf&agists

these traditional feminist arguments merely strengthened mormon womens own
approach to womens rights without such frontiers
geographical

rhetorical religious and

mormon women probably could not have obtained the level of freedom

and autonomy that they had

conclusion

though many people believed that mormon women lived a life of slavery in
reality they had much more freedom than many of their eastern counterparts they had
more freedom because they were residing on the great geographical frontier of america
as well as the great religious frontier of
ofmormonism
mormonism

they also had access to the

feminism of the east which was truly a frontier for all american women these frontiers
infused mormon feminist rhetoric with a spiritual authority and a boldness that exceeded
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even the powerful speeches of susan B anthony and the writings of elizabeth cady

stanton mormon women sought to build rather than to destroy they saw more to

womens rights than many of the other nineteenth century suffragists saw theirs was a
story of conversion persecution migration and settlement and efforts at building a
community kingdom

godfrey godfrey and derr 9 on a physical frontier mormon

women enjoyed a greater economic and social value they were needed to build
communities and they were free from the constraints of established society

on a

rhetorical frontier mormon women were able to use the natural rights and expediency
arguments in the exponent and develop a feminist consciousness among themselves that

justified their freedom and power in the community

on a religious frontier mormon

women had a new spiritual impetus to build the kingdom of god
supernatural powers as well as the male dominated priesthood

they had access to

they also believed in

doctrines that would empower and redeem them from their subservient state truly the

frontier brought out the best in these women in the lives of mormon women the rhetoric

of the frontier and the frontier of rhetoric and religion combined to create a distinct
identity

were mormon women more liberated than feminists such as elizabeth cady
stanton and susan B anthony
probably were

claudia bushman answers in mormon sisters that they

looking back it appears that nineteenth century mormon women were

remarkably free to act in the world and that they were independent of their husbands
xxi indeed because of their frontier existence mormon women were at an advantage
axi

over eastern women geographical religious and rhetorical frontiers infused mormon
women with a truly american identity frederick jackson turner asserts that the true
point of view in the history of this nation is not the atlantic coast it is the great west
explaining that the frontier is the line
3

of most rapid and effective americanization

7

ironically mormon women who embodied the american character as turner

defines it were considered total outsiders by americans on the east coast

32-
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conclusion

the dualities of the frontier

As 1I have shown in this thesis frontiers are rhetorical they shape attitude and
identity in such a way that mere language cannot

dreg clark
dark explains that
oark
dr greg

rhetorical symbols we encounter and exchange are not limited to language

the

instead

3

those symbols and experiences which people encounter that are influential in changing
attitude or in shaping identity are rhetorical these symbols include elements of language

of course but they are more complex than just rhetorical appeals and rational arguments
indeed they are relational encounters rather than

this definition of rhetoric

rational argument s

clark
dark 3
mark

is especially true concerning landscape and particularly the

frontier of america kenneth burke writes of the importance of surroundings in shaping
identity in his article

the american way he explains that surroundings are important

to identity because they help to place a person in his own eyes as he surrounds himself

with a scene which he is assured attests to his moral quality

for he can feel that he

qtd in clark
participates in the quality which the scene itself is thought to possess itd
oark 4
dark
As people commune with the frontier they take on the characteristics of the land

argument reinforces frederick jackson

this

turners assertion that the frontier is the essence

of america that it is the most decisive element in the shaping of the american
character women living first on the colonial frontier and then on the frontier of the

great west were indeed rhetorically influenced by their surroundings in that they
experienced a shift in identity in attitude as they were forced to adapt to their
environment and become assertive and independent

and just as the frontier has a rhetorical influence on its inhabitants

so rhetorical

appeals can be considered a symbolic frontier for those who invent and adapt them
is manifested in the feminist rhetoric that was an undeveloped sphere

this

10
knowledge10
of knowledge

10

though many of their arguments were not entirely new they can be considered part of an undeveloped
sphere of knowledge for east coast women because they were in such sharp contrast to the rhetoric of
conduct manuals and domesticity that these women were faced with the natural rights and expediency
arguments also enabled women to occupy different locations such as the court the public lecture circuit
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for women on the east coast these women influenced by the repressive nature of their
civilized surroundings stepped onto a symbolic frontier as they developed a rhetoric to
argue for their rights and their rightful place in public life

this frontier was quite freeing

for women such as elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony and it succeeded in
creating the identity of the american suffragist unfortunately this rhetorical frontier did

not have as potent an effect on the country as did the geographical frontier and it took
over seventy years for women to obtain the right to vote even though the frontier of
feminist rhetoric provided women with a new kind of language and a new aspect of
identity because of their surroundings and the seemingly insurmountable task of
changing established society suffragists
suffiagists in the east could not enjoy the full benefits that
a geographical frontier provided

mormon women were a group that did enjoy the full
fuli
mil benefits of the frontier As 1I
mii
discussed in chapter three mormon women were in contact with several frontiers
geographical rhetorical and religious because of their unique and intimate connection

with both tangible and intangible frontiers mormon women should be viewed as the
definitive americans of the late nineteenth century they had the right to vote to own
property to publish newspapers to become educated in the same way as men

this

freedom is a result of the refining fire of frontiers persuading and changing mormon
women into independent plucky autonomous beings who in taming the land became
themselves wild and free

one description of womens distinct relationship with the frontier is in annette
Kolod
nys the land before her kolodny quotes the journals and writings of women
kolodnys
who moved west explaining their psychological reactions to the loneliness of the

frontier particularly to the vastness of the prairie some women objected to leaving their
families and friends and others found surrogate relatives in the landscape eliza
and the gov
government
emment
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farnham in describing the illinois territory explains that it called to her as a strong and
generous parent and that even the trees and shrubs which we planted became

this

qtd in kolodny 97
companions during their early years at the settlement itd

metaphor of the land as a parent is a manifestation of the dramatic effect that the frontier
had on women despite the difficult circumstances women faced on the frontier they
were still able to adapt to the land and change their attitude towards it resulting in a
rhetorical experience that made frontier women different than their eastern counterparts

mormon women experienced this same kind of kinship with the land but unlike most
other women who went west mormon women infused their relationship with the land
new found spirituality
with a newfound

the hymn our mountain home so dear

written by

cormons saw in the landscape she
emmeline B wells manifests the spirituality that mormons
where eer we pass where

writes
and tree

eer we pass the hand of god we see in leaf and bud

or bird of humming bee or blade of grass the streamlet floar
flowr

and sod

bespeak the works of god and all combine and all combine with most transporting
grace his handiwork to trace

thru natures smiling face in art divine

for wells

33

and for other women like her the landscape and god were combined A relationship with
the land a rejoicing in the land became a relationship with and a rejoicing in god also

though the frontier is a complex and contradiction laden location for women
these very characteristics are what make frontiers so beneficial for women

on the settled

atlantic coast wherein they had strict roles womens functions in society were of a
single dimension that is to be the unassuming soft spoken angel in the home

and as

one nineteenth century male author explained man may make himself a brute and does
so very often but can woman brutify herself to this level

without exerting special

qtd in welter 154 indeed man was allowed to be both good and evil to be
erT itd
wonder
wond

both civilized and brutish but if a woman were to exhibit any duality any manifestation
qtd in welter
of complexity she was condemned as no woman mother though she be itd
154

indeed when a woman was married she bestowed her greatest treasure upon her
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husband and from that time on was completely dependent upon him an empty vessel
own7
154 5
without legal or emotional existence of her owna
own welter 1545

this chilling account

of womens roles in the east contrasts frederick jackson turners declaration that in the
crucible of the frontier the immigrants were americanized liberated and fused into a
mixed race

47

indeed the frontier created a mixed identity for women

the frontier

as the essence of america celebrates duality and diversity both among its inhabitants and
within the souls of each individual experiencing frontier life so a frontier allowed
women to break free from their dependence on men to be more than just the appendage

of their husbands the frontier gave women the chance for duality for multidimensional
roles and identities

and because of this allowance for duality women needed a frontier

even if it was only the symbolic frontier of feminist rhetoric to thrive and to find their

true identity
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